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STAND BY *EW ENGLAND FARMS.
One of the evidences of improvement
in the rural sections of New England is
the more encouraging war in which
farmers speak of their business and of
their location. There has been too great
disposition in the past to cry down New
England farms and New England farm
•'f®· The fathers and mothers have in
many instances encouraged their boys
and girls to seek other fields of labor
where it was supposed greater opportunities existed, and would-be purchasers
of real estate in the rural towns of New
England met with little encouragement
on the part of the residents there.
If a
person of wealth and induence became
interested in tinding a farm which he
could puiv liage and upoD which he could
conduct up-to-date farming, he was discouraged by the people of the vicinity bv
a recital of all the disadvantage* of the
locality rather than encouraged, as he
surely would be in almost any other
section of the country by recital of iu
This resulted in driving
advantages.
people out of the towns and even in
keeping away those who would like to
settle there. The boys have been referret! to th* brilliant success made bv
persons raised in the town, but who went
awav in early life and became wealthy
and influential, but very seldom have
been referred to the opportunities right
at home for honorable and successful

MAINE.
careers.
promt per osai at'en lion.
We think there has been a change in
!a*y c;:aim I· pall.
I.·
this matter during the i>ast ten or tiFteen
λΙΙ>τ» -rj.yrte on promptly.
Α
rears and we believe there is to be still
t· mat r κ ·νε> λ son.
further improvement in the appreciation
"f rural advantages in the ucxt decade.
Dentists,
There are various agencies comiug into
MAINE.
NORWAY,
existence that will naturally aid this
Malt -it.
The establishment of rural
movement.
free mail delivery, the exteusion of teleKKICK à PARK,
phone lines, and the building of electric
railroads add immensely to the desiraAttorneys at Law,
bility of] country life and to the protits
MAINE.
BETHEL,
of farming as well. The rapid developt-PW
Iltory
ν
:*oa K· llerrlck
ment of* the summer home movement
and the
purchase of thousands of
>HN S. HARLOW,
abandoned and other farms for this purj
pose has given an impetus to farm life
Attorney at Law,
that is noticeable in many localities.
XA1NEi>!TFIELU.
The activity of the grange thoroughout
New England is having a great effect in
providing social opportunities and thereH.
by promoting a spirit of contentment
The
that has not previously existed.
LAND SURVEYOR,
Old Home Week movement, now reachSouth Pari·. Mala·.
In
the
tear»'
•lave had twenty
experience
into every New Eugland state, has
If <:etlred, wlli ing
*- an !·. etc., of thl· state
exerted a vitalizing intlueuce among
*i
'sh p:an. or copy of Se M notée, showing
rural residents and caused stronger at*r rk 'lone.
tachments of former residents to the
place of their birth and boyhood days,
J. WALDO
resulting in the expenditure of money
upon the old homestead and occasionally
a permanent return to the old farm. The
gradual enactment of laws affording imGRANGE BLOCK,
proved educational facilities and the agiA AY.
NOR
Over Advertiser Office.
tation of the subject of good roads aud
have had an effect in favor of
forestry
NOTICE.
rural New Eugland life.
he
that
notice
The subscriber hereby give*
There should be a vigorous and unit;.*» been <luly appointe·! administrator of the
ed effort on the part of the people to
e-tate of
MARY A WALTON. late of Peru.
still further promote a strong aud rural
!n the County of Oxford, deceased, an l giver
sentiment aud an increased rural popuben·!» a.- the law direct·. All persons having
lation. Every practical means of securdemands against the estate of said decease·! an
an·'
desired to preM?nt the same for settlement,
ing further extension of rural mail, rural
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
telephones, aud electric roads, better
ment imuie-tlatelv
roads, schools and granges, more wealthy
CLARENCE M THOMPSON.
Jan. 21st. 1902.
of summer homes, and an inowners
creased number of transient summer
U. S. BRANCH
visitors should have the encouragement
.ind support of the rural people. The
about long winters,
old-time grumblin
severe droughts, freshets and frosts, bad
IjIMITED.
roads and high taxes should give way to
or i.«»\i»u\
a progressive policy in town, couuty and
state, as demonstrated in au honest purilsm I EC. SI, 1901.
to make rural New Euglaud still
#2 2"26."> 75 pose
-ι. i- and Bon's
The old
47 i.'U/T 24 more desirable thau to-day.
< a*h In
ffi<-e an t In Hank.......
HJ3S >4 ueigbborhood quarrels, church factious
B1H· receivable...
25, *5-1 75 and school
Intern* and Kent·.
tights should be forever
IJP.TJ3 !fl
Uncollected Premiums,
abandoned, remembering that whatever
#2,»97,0\» 21 aid comes to the rural towns will coiue
(jroa< asset·
as a result of a united effort to secure it.
#2.*9'7,U59 21
A'lmltte'l Asset*
When a man with property or with an
1901.
LIABILITIES t>EC. 31.
honest iutention of becomiug a good citi<*i
429.'<74
\-t unpal<I lo»w..................... (
zen comes to the town with the iutention
........... Ι.ι®634<8
Unearned Pr-mlum*.
the glad baud and as194.410 73 of locating, give
All other liabilities
sure him that the particular place w hich
73
#3.4«0,00β
T ta)
he has iu mind is as desirable as any437,049 4?
surplus over all liabilities,
place in the country. Tell him about
•.'.·<ν7.(Λ» 21 the g«.»od roads, good schools, good soTotal liabilities and surplus
W. J. WlIEELEK A CO.. Agent*.
ciety, good church privileges, good water
South Paris, Maine.
and good facilities of every nature. Call
ask
upon him when he gets located and
him to become interested in the various
United states Branch of the
AWIRA.1CE COMPANY public matters that exist in the town.
UKMTKKX
Let him know that you are proud of
of Toronto, Canada.
and want
your town and of your farm
Hon. tiiu. A. Cox. Pres.
1. I. Κκννεϊ. Managkg Director. him to have the same feeling towards
ASSET*. DEC. 31. 1901.
the town and his farm. Get away from
^t'- k* an«l bond· owned by the comof petty jealousy and
ΐβ that old spirit
#1,722,478
msrket
value,.
pany.
backhitiug that has been matured by
Lash'in the company's principal
176,316 Vî the loafers arouud many country stores
office and In bank,.
Premium* In'lue course of collection, 270.223 M and other village loatiug places.
The
45,904 52
BUI· receivable*.
20,000 Ό rural people are rapidly getting away
Mortgage-·......... ................
from these practices and will soon be
Aggregate of all the admitted assets
practically free from their contaminating
$2.234,λϊ!
at their actual value
intlueuce. We sec no reason for other
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, l'JOl.
thau the most hopeful and encouraging
Net amount of unpal'l losst· an<l
· 142,134 84 view of rural New England life in the
claim·
immediate future if each does his duty
Amo nt reiiulre<l to «afely re lneure
1,347,25*67 toward his town and
all outstan<lln« risks
locality as loyally
liabilities,
of
except
Τ via, amount
1,4W,43I 31 and zealously as does the resideut of any
capita! »tock an t net surplus.
735,4 I 7>* other section of the country stand by his
Surplus bevuD'i liabilities,
town and his farm.—Mirror and Farmer.
#2,234 'Λ3 0»
W. J. Wiieklek A Co., Agta., South Paris. Me
The creameries of this state now number 54 unit are widely scattered throughout the state.
They employ about Û00
laborers and produce about 4,500,000
of tlHleey, Eut.
pounds of butter, with a total value of
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1901.
all their products, including cheese, of
00
#21.300
Real Estate
about *2,000,000. There are only 16
6*.70000
Mortgage Loan·,
in the state, which is far
Collateral Loan·........................ 172,700 00 cheese factories
Î78.2*2 00 below the average of other states, and
St.wk an·! Boe-le
rto
βο.747
Bank
( ash in office an·!
in a silent way that the manu46,500 00 proves
BUI· Receivable.................
l.p-i*75 facture of cheese in this state cannot be
Agent·' Balance·
3.SI602 carried on as a profitable industry in
Interest an'l Rents,
9.7*4 67
Cncollecletl Premiums,
competition with the great dairy states
No
#666,679 04 in other sections of the country.
Gross Assets
doubt nine-tenths of all the cheese conLIABILITIES. DEC 31, 1901.
#237,!®* 44 sumed in this state comes from other
Unearned Premium·,
6,iW73 states and in most grocery store· throughA11 other liabilities,
out the state you will find this article of
#244.2*7 1#
Total
But
<22 451 1<5 food is not the home production.
Surplus over all liabilities,....
looking through the horoscope of the
04
.#666,679
Total liabilities an l surplus,
future we predict that Maine will eventA. r. LKWIS. rryebun:;
f «Κ™»
Airente
ually become a great dairy state, as the
A. 8. Hathaway A Co.. Canton, i
conditions here seem to be perfect for
the enlargement of this important indusTraders and Mrchanics Mutual
try. There was paid out to patrons of
creameries during the last year the sum
Insurance
of $1,420,000 and it took 41,543 cows to
Veryof Lowell, Mau.
earn this large amount of money.
little butter is shipped abroad to outside
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1901.
consumed
# H.2S0 «0 markets, the most of it being
R-al Kstat»·
But there
90,540 60 w ithin the limits of the state.
Mortgage Loans,
00
000
Ιβ
Collateral an«l Personal,...
is not enough made to supply the home
532.136 75
Stocks an<l Bond·,
all the
1ο.οβ2 43 demand, and nearly one-third of
Cash In >ffic« an t Rank.............
3.7S5 20 butter consumed is imported from other
I ntere»t an<l Rente,.
17.045 44
I'ncollected Premium·,
markets. The farmers are begiuning to
#6R},.·**) 42 realize that they are getting fancy prices
*.ross Assets,
for this product and are waking up to
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1901.
the fact that this industry is the one
2ft
Unearned Premium·, ................. #306.'i64
the poul6.ST7 76 most profitable of all. Of late
All other Liabilities,
and egg business has been growing
try
Total
#312.692 01
very fast and is still increasing very
Surplus over all liabilities,............ ST1.10C 41
rapidly. Maine now sends large quantiTotal liabilities and surplu·,
#£<3.300 42 ties of eggs to Massachusetts, and as
the
>
Α. Κ. Lewis, Erveburg.
they are strictly fancy they bring
C. H. Prince, Ku-kdeTd. > *«"·>»·
a few
highest market price. There were
carloads of western eggs brought to this
The Delaware Insurance Co.
state but they are only used for cooking
reduced prices.
•f Philadelphia.
purposes and are sold at
a
All in all the prospects for Maine as
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THE FARMVARD IN SPRIN3.
How it usually looks after the long
winter of the north country! Bite of
board, scrape of bone, perhaps brought
there by the dog, or, what is worse,
thrown out there after dinner; wisps of
straw, scraps of paper and all manner of
debris scattered there during the cold
days of winter, come to light, now that
the snow has vanished.
What about it? It ought to be cleared
up. You know it. Then why not do it?
FREDERIC VAN RENSSELAER
We live in this world only once. Life is
Author of "Not Uko Other Mon." Etc.
to
most
us.
man
of
of
the
precious
Pity
whom this is not true. More than we
know or realize our health and length < f
Copyright, 1901, by Frederic Fan Renntlaer Dey.
life depend upon our farm surroundings.
The air we breathe, the water we drink,
the light which comes in through our
windows, all have much to do with the
length of our days and the joy of living.
CHAPTER Π*.
"Αβ If be were my own son, sir, or
All the waste material left by the winter
ccyyiNQ against ammo.
1 never bad a son, so
more perhaps.
days will surely decay if left where it is,
WYNDHAM discovered I do not know."
and decay means malaria, which is simply
the latter day big word for bad air. The
while he was still several feet
"You would sacrifice much for him,
from the body of his friend would you not. James?"
washing from this decaying matter floats
He saw
along the surface of the ground until it
that he was dead.
"Everything, sir—life itself, if that
finds its way into the well, bringing Id that fractional
part of an instant could do any good."
back to us impurities which pass into
of
a
swiftness
Whh
of
death.
the cause
"You loved his father also. James?"
the food we eat and the water we drink.
which he was himself uuconscious he
"With all my heart, sir."
The house drains get stopped and need
him
turned and seized James, drew
"Would you be willing. James, In oropening.
But putting aside all considerations of from the room and closed the door al- der that Justice may be done not only
health, look at the matter from an esthet- most before the valet was aware of the to your dead master, but to his father's
ic standpoint. How
much better it awful thing that had confronted them. memory, and lorthesakeof the family
looks to pass a farmhouse the grounds
Then, white the strong and relentless name, to j>ennit a great shadow to fall
of which are well kept! You have noticed arm of his master's friend drew him
upon you for a time?"
About Into the parlor, his old knees began to
this.
You cannot help it.
"I don't know what you mean, sir,"
houses owned by those who "have no tremble and threaten to
give way be- replied J .unes humbly. "I only know
time for such things" you have seen
neath him, so that when at last th«y that I am willing to do anything that
indisputable proofs of the fact that the were in the center of the room, under- I can do i.' in
doing it I can serve Lim."
man who lives there thinks that all there
was weeping
"I believe you. James. Now. listen
is of farming is the money he can get out neath the chandelier, he
of the place. Nine times out of ten, if and was devoid of what little strength closely to what I h^ve to say. Your
master is dead and by the act of an
you really knew the family sheltered by he had possessed.
that house you would find them 111"Your master is dead. James. Who assassin. A treat crime has been comnatured. hard worked and generally un- killed him':" were the first words that mitted. and that crime is the result of
happy. Life has little meaning to its Wyndham uttered. He spoke calmly, events that happened long ago. 1 know
members. Every thing about the farm but his face was
deathly white, and he something of the history that led to
corresponds to the appearance of the did not realize with what resistless this deed, but my information Is very
No
doubt
house.
around
the
grounds
he gripped the arm of the old meager. I Lave no doubt that you are
the boys and girls are just aching to get strength
■ware of many things connected with
The man.
away from the home U» the city.
"God help us. sir, 1 do not know," this strange history which will assist
rundown and slipshod way of keeping
me to unravel this tangled skein. We
the houseyard may be taken as a sure in- was the reply. "Let us go to him!"
dex of all the other methods of the
"No. Remain here. There is no use will talk of that later. The death of
farmer.
to go to him now. He is dead—quite Mr. Pendleton must be reported to the
The trim and neat farmyard betokens dead. Before others are Informed of police and to the coroner at once. If
a thrifty and happy farmer and contentthis you must answer some questions we say auything concerning the visit
ed children. Home is not simply a
for roe. After that I will tell you what of this stranger and the subsequent
in
is
home
It
in
to
live
overnight.
place
f in you control your- open door, as you believed you had
the fullest sense of the word. Around Is beet to do.
and latched it, suspicion will
it centres all that makes life worth liv- self. Jamus? H .«re—take some of this closed
but we cannot
ing. The children may go away, but brandy. If ever you loved Mr. Pen- point its linger at him.
their hearts will ever turn back to the dleton. show it by keeping your wits say one thing or prove one circumold place. It pays from more than one alKHit you now. Are you sure that It stance to convict him of the crime, and
standpoint to make the farm house as was halt past 5 when Mr. Pendleton he would therefore escape. By connice as possible. The expense is not
necting him with the afTair at all we
returned?"
great, and the return beyond estimate.
would strengthen the position he is in,
"Positive, sir."
L.
clean
time
to
take
Then,
up.—E.
for you may be sure that be has plan"Why so positive?"
Vincent.
to save himself. On the
"Because the clock on the mantel ned thoroughly
James, there are those who
A PLEA FOR THE GOOSE.
bad stopped, sir. I asked Mr. Burr for other hand.
of the crime."
As we walk through the markets of the correct time so that I could set IL" will suspect you
James started back with a cry of horour local cities at the holiday season, we
"Was he alone?"
ror.
are surprised in not seeing more geese
"No. sir. There was a gentleman
displayed for sale. We see chickens, with him."
"Suspect me!" he almost shouted.
turkeys and ducks in abundance, but
"Yes. James. If you look at it calmwas it? Did you know him?"
"Who
geese are few and far between compared
his face, sir, but not his ly, you will see that 1 am right, and,
knew
"1
in
our
were
to what they
boyhood days.
Jptnes, that is precisely what I want
And we are led to ask why it is so, and name. I have seen blm on the street
the world to believe. I want you suswe get the answer, fashion.
Yes, fash- in the City of Mexico."
for a
ion has driven geese from our
"Describe him—or. rather, let me try. pected of this crime, but only

THE KNIFE

THROWERS
DEY.

By

CRAIG

pastures

and from our markets, and only a few I believe that 1 have seen him also.
people eat geese at the present time.
Not as tall as Mr. Pendleton, eh?
As I was a farmer's boy, and as we
Black
mustache,
handsome.
Quite
raised geese on our farm, I was yearlyblack eyes, complexion rather i>ale for
sent t<> market a day or two before
out·
with such dark eyes and hair.
Thanksgiving with a wagon load of
And in those Does that auswer?"
and chickens.
geese
"Perfectly, sir."
days I had no trouble to sell geese, ut
"Now tell me what they did when
subsequently as I would drive into
market at Thanksgiving time the inar- they came here together."
ketmen would turn up their noses and
"That 1 do not know, Mr. Wyndham.
but
say, "We want turkeys, uobody
I did uot hear the stranger utter a
Irish eat geese and they want them for
word. lie seated himself In that chair
Christmas!" Let me say right here if
while Mr. Burr went Into the room
none but Irish ate geese, that the Irish
where—where you found him, sir. He
knew what was good.
Well, in a few years the Irish became came out again a moment later with a
have bundle of papers that looked like letso Yankeefied that they had to
turkey too, and the goose industry is ters in his baud. Then be sont me from
«bout a thing of the past.
People will the room. Presently be rang for me
turn up their noses at a goose, but they
and ordered some brandy, which I servsnap at a turkey that was raised thou- ed and again left the room. Nearly an
sands of miles away in our most western
later 1 heard the bell again. Mr.
states, and has been frozen up in cold hour
was alone then, although I am
storage, and then comes sailing into our Burr
markets under the nom de plume of Bure that I did not bear the stranger
Vermont.
when be left the apartment My masThere is no meat that can be raised so ter told me what clothes he desired to
cheaply on the farm as goose meat. We wear tonight and said that be wished
have known goslings to be turned out
He then went
to rest a little while.
iu the pastures as soon as they were
Into his eleeplug room and closed the
hatched and never fed on grain, but
and I went out to attend to a comwould get their own living and be fat door,
mission he bad given me. I was not
enough for market in the fall.
We have no meat that has so much away from the house more than twenmedicinal properties in it as goose meat. ty minutes, sir, and when I returned I
Our grandmothers always put away a was surprised to discover that 1 had
bottle or two of goose grease to have in left the door which communicatee with
t-ases of stuffed colds, croup or lung
the hallway on the latch. It was not
fever.
They used it externally with
sir, but It was not latched, and 1
mustard and internally with molasses, open,
sure that I had closed it
ind they didn't have to pay so many was quite
when I went out. My Idea was that
iloctors' bills as they do now.
Farmers' wives used to do well raising Mr. l'eudletou had remembered somegeese. Beside their market value as thing else that he wanted and bad gone
meat their feathers were no small item
to the door to call me back, but that 1
in those days, as three geese would yield did not hear him. That Is all. sir—until
marsold
at
* pound of feathers which
you came. That Is all I know."
ket for HO cents to $1 per pound. And
The old servant could restrain hima
farmer's
if
married
>se
in th
days you
sank Into a chair,
out self no longer, but
fit
her
would
mother
her
daughter
and wept.
with one or two nice feather beds. But buried his face in his hands
liow is it now? If a girl gets married she Wyndham strode to the window and
is lucky to get a bed filled with oat straw, lot the old man sob on unheeded, while
pea vines and Canada thistles.—Farmer be drummed with the ends of his finη Bath Enterprise.
gers upon the pane and stared Into the
darkness.
UCnmilKW lull.
hfc«l|L'£-H3
When James' sobe ceased, Craig
The department of agriculture has had
turned back Into the room
Wyndham
many inquiries concerning the effect of mod.
placing one band gently upon the
and
on
fertilizers
:oaitnerrial
garden
old man's shoulder, spoke kindly, but
farm seeds. A number of tests were inwith an intensity that had an Instant
as a result it was shown
and
lugurated
In
that in mauy cases, if not in moet, the effect. The power of tbe man shone
ipplication of fertilizers directly in the bis eyes at that moment, and, although
It bis face was pale and drawn, he was
row at planting time is detrimental.
is caused by outwardly as calm aa if nothing untoteems that the injury
effecting the sprout after it has passed ward had occurred.
through the seed coat. Muriate of
"James," he said, "I believe you loved
[Hitash and nitrate of soda in strengths
master very dearly."
)l 1 per cent or more are very detri- your
mental to the germination of the seed
whether applied directly or mixed with
the soil used as a covering.
Fertilizers composed of phosphoric
of all
icid or lime are much less injurious Most Successful in tbe Treatment
Diseases of Stock-Prepared by C. I.
than the above and if not used in excess

Hood Farm Remedies.

Commercial
harmless.
prove
nay
fertilizers should not be brought into
iirect contact with the seed in any event.
In these tests the fertilizers were mixed
with the seed or the soil in which the
teed was planted. It is highly improbable that any of them if applied in the
usual way on top of the ground actually
Favor germination.

SHEEP NOTES.
Sometimes sheep are hurried out on
i»ld sod tields when the ground is bare
from snow, largely for exercise. But
they are likely to get more harm than
good if they eat of the frozen grass,
which, in itself, is not good for them,
and deranges the appetite for other

food.

Do not expect a sheep to eat feed that
is stale and undesirable. Whet the appetites by wholesome and tempting feed.
1'ure water they must have.
Avoid buying large, coarse boned rams
Siae should
to mate with small ewes.
be attained gradually and in accordance
with the correct principles of breeding.
A sheep will stand severe cold so long
as kept dry aud out of draughts. A wet
state are fleece becomes a good heat conductor
dairy and poultry producing
and and absorbs bodily heat until the animal
Farm
very encouraging.—Turf,
becomes thoroughly chilled.
Uome.
A remedy suggested for scours in
fresh
to detect lambs or sheep is to give them two
be
able
will
wise
A
shepherd
in twelve hours if reraw eggs.
Repeat
of
approaching
first
the
symptoms
lief does not come. This is worth cut
trouble in sheep. The man who does
better
had
care
ting out and parting in your scrap bookQ
their
aud
not like sheep
Insect powder dusted into the wool is
the
be
else
shepherd.
one
some
let
recommended for sheep ticks. A pound
too will dust from ten to fifteen sheep efIt isn't well to crowd the sheep
much in winter. They need some exer- fectually.
shed adjoincise, and if there is a roomy
The State Grange of New York favor*
a chance
ing the sheep barn, give them
the reduction of tne legal rate of interest
to exercise there.
from β to 5 per cent.

Hood Co., Lowell, Mass., and Originated
by Mr. Hood, who is botb a Thoroughly
Educated Pharmacist and a large Owner
and Experienced Breeder of Fine Stock
-In Constant Use at Hood Farm When
Different Remedies for DifRequired
ferent Diseases.

Hood Farm Milk Fever Cure
(Improved Schmidt Treatment Complete). A positive cure. Saves tbe most
valuable cows. Can be successfully ad-

ministered after cow is unconscious. No
previous experience needed. $2.50.

Mood Farm Abortion Cure
For cows that have previously aborted
and tbose that show signs of abortion.
Strengthens tbe organs to bold foetus.
$1 and 52.50.

Hood Farm Breeding Powder
For injecting cows after abortion, where
they do not clean, are irregular, and
when they fail to breed. $1 and $2.50.

Hooo Fabm Flexible Injection Tubs,
for administering, 75 cents.
Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure
Promptly checks scours. Has cured 85
per eent. In some berds. $1 and $2.50.
Hood Fabm Digestive Powdeb ($1 and
$2.50) should be used with Scour Cure.

Hood Farm Condition Powder*

time."

"But why. sir, why?"
"So that the person who really did
It may be thrown off his guard; so that
1 will have time to work out to the
end all of the facts connected with the
crime that I now know so little about;
un
th-it ι
mnv
have time to sruard
against the revelation of things that 1
Burr Pendleton desired never
be known: so that 1 may he enabled
to fulfill what I know would l* bs
wish were he still alive to direct as
what to do. and finally so that 1 m. J
In the end palsy the hand that struck

am sure
,o

your master t.» death. Mr. Pendleton
in a shadow. James-a shadow of
the past. He guarded it jealously, even
<n%
from me. his closest friend.
becomes my dnty to work It out unt« I
know all that I am sure he meant to
tell me ton^.t. Lastly James, here

lived

is oue reason more vital than η
is more than probable that susple on
will fall u|»on me also. 1 think the
uian who committed the deed will e
If you
deavor to briug that about
disappear, thus convincing others that
you are guilty, it will leave me free to
work; If 1 am hampered in any way.
that fact will play into the hand· of
the enemies of Mr. Pendleton. Will
you do What 1 wish you to do. James /
"1 will do whatever you think best.
Mr Wyndlmm." replied the old man
simply. "I know that Burr >«ved you
and trusted you more than an> other
what I
person in the world. Tell
am to do. sir. and I will do It.
"Then you must leave the house at
nothing with you. I will
once,
write an address upon this card w here

me^

taking

you are to go. Assume theι name of
Thomas Judson. Walt; 1 win write a
line for you to take with you.
"Wyndham tore a leaf from his nott
book, wrote rapidly upon it and passed

It to the old servant.
"Give It to the lady who will admit
you at that address. Walt there for
me until I come, no matter how lo g
Will you do it.
that time may be.
James?"
James, very much In the manner of
who is stupefied, found his hat and
then returned to the room where
The
Wvndham was awaiting him.
friend of his master was still standing
In the middle of the floor and evidently
after the Instant when
one

Lad no?moved

James left him.
Ca
"1 am ready, sir." he said.
would It be ρ >eslble—I mean are j ou
willing that 1 should uee-hlm-before
"No, James."

the calm
Forget that you have

was

"Go as you are.
keen blm at all except as
last in life. What comes
ah. well! «o as you are. James. L
not forget your overcoat The nlfcht

afterjhat

cold."

He
James hesitated at the door.
and looked back. but Wyndham was still In the same position In
the middle οΓ the floor. He did uot
raise his head or make a sign, and the
old servant stepped sadly Into the ha

stopped

and closed the door.
Wyndham still remained In the(attitude of one who is listening. He could.
In fact hear the old man's footfalls as
he descended the stairs; he could hear
the bang of the outer door when It
and not until tbe» M be make
Even then he only raised his
a move.
bead, so that he could listen more In-

SLl

tently. and waited.
Many minutes passed In this manner,
but at last, as If satisfied that there
was no chance that James would return. he closed the laslde shutters at
after wblcb be
himself to a portion of the brandy ο

,r.lndowa.

belpej

Best conditioner on tbe market. Make
horses eat, and do more work on leee
with distinct deliberation,
feed. Excellent for cows and growing
stock. Make bens lay. 25c., 50c. and $1. he opened again the door which
Mood Farm Liniment
munlcated with the room where PenFor man or beast. Great external rem- dleton's
body had been discovered
edy for sprains, swellings, iameneu, InHe approached it and for a mome
Makes
flammation, colds, distemper.
splendid body wasb for trotting bones. stood silently regarding the
25c., 50c., $1 and $2.
Twice he sighed deeply. Once

^AfteÎSa?

#1,575,902 98

Parts,

mensuring the distance and relieving
by calcula tiou some mathematical
doubt that biiil-jKwsessed bim.
There was a safe in one corner of the
rccm. one of those little iron safes
tbat lock Tr!tb a~ key. The key war
In the lock, and from it dangled other*
attached by α ring—a ring that be ha
often seen In the possession of bis
friend.

He threw the door of the safe open
without besitatiou. and with au air o*
familiarity that Is indescribable ««leeted certain bundles of document
which he deposited on the floor beside
bim. Then be removed the key from
the lock, selected another from the rinc
that was suspended to It and with that
opened an Inner drawer of the
safe. From that, also, he removed the
papers, but those he placed In his
pocket Then he relockQ'J the drawer,
rtplaced the larger key In the safe
leek, closed the door again, arranging
It as nearly as possible as he had
found it and deposited the papers he
hed abstracted from the safe in various pockets about his clothing.
Then he sighed while he looked agnin
Intently upon the body in the corner.
For a moment after tbat he remained apparently In deep thought, with
bowed bead and tight lips, and then
he went out of the room and sought
the one habitually occupied by James.
one

There he selected a handkerchief,
which bore the name of the old valet,
and returned with it to the mom of
the tragedy.
Ten minutes later be quietly left the
house, and as quickly as he could
traverse the distance he re-entered the
club where be had parted with I'eudleHe
ton less than live hours'before.
went at once to the desk.
"Has Mr. Pendleton returned?" he
asked, and on being informed that be

-γ ν
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habits. He went to the same placée,
the same people, cracked jokes,
laughed and In every way was Just
the same as ho always was to those
appear at the club that night
It was Wyndham's suggestion that who knew him intimately.
Fort urn· favored him in one respect
they should go out together, and they
strolled alow* the avenue side by side Shortly after noon he met on the street,
near the corner of Johu, Seuor Eseuas far as the hotel where the Mexican
was stopping.
After tliat Wyndbam dera.
returned to the club and. finding α
They shook hands cordially, an.t
number of congenial friends engaged Wyndham invited the Mexican to see
at one of tl. card tables, played with the pictures at Stewart's, lhere he
them until
Introduced him to a number of acvlight.
It was rarely that he did such a quaintances. and. selecting two ο
thing, but that night he had especial them, he asked them, in company with
the Mexican, to go with him to the
reasons for it. and never had be apclub, where be expected to
peared to better advantage or played ; Lawyers'
meet two friends.
the game with more scrupulous care.
ne
"We'll all have lunch together,
Always during the game It seemed
said by way of clinching the Invitation.
to him that he couhl see his friend as
Thus It happened that just as both
he saw him In the sleeping room of hia
at
of old Trinity clock
bands
in
In
the
chair
dead
apartment sittiug
entered the suithe corner,and at such moments death- 2 tho four gentlemen
table building together.
ly fulntness stole over him. which reI They had hardly crossed the threshquired all his strength of will to conold of the entrance before Carleton
quer.
and confronted
He knew that he was incurring a Biggs rushed forward
deadly risk in acting as he hail done, Wyndham.
he
••I thousht you'd never come,
for if it should appear that he had been
as a matter of fact,
to Pendleton's rooms suspicion, which said, "although,
I have been here
are on time.
might in any case attach to bim, would you
in the miuds of many take the form of nearly un hour."
"That was foolish of you. Carleton.
certainty.
"I told you that I
Still for the plan that he had formed drawled Wyndham.
would be here at 2 sharp. Where is
during the few moments when he stood
Burr?"
by the window while James wept near
-I could not find him.
him he was pursuing the only logical
Well. It
"Couldn't find him. eh?
He felt that lie must take the
course.
doesn't muiSi matter.
Fortunately,
chu uces.
did not need him."
What nervous force he was compelled
Then he Introduced Biggs all around
to exert In order not to manifest the
and added:
perturbation lie felt during those hours
"Come Into the Savarin. W e 11 ba\e
of the nij:ht nobody but himself could
luncheon anyhow."
ever know, and when he left the club
,,ι.
When they were seated at the t;i d*.
in the full liplit of the early morning
had been given, he turnorder
and
the
In the company of one of his companed to Biggs again and asked:
ions in the game it brought the tirst
"Did James tell you where he had
moment of relief he had had from the

CHAPTER V.

CENTLEliAX FROM MEXICO.
WYXDIIAM bail be?n
only a few moments in the
cafe of the club when a card
was given to him by oue of
tbe servants. I'pon it was engraved,
"Carlos «b· Ε scudera y Rouiero. 4 In·
caruaccion. Ciudad de Mejieo."
"Ask I be gentleman if be will uot
Join me here," be said to tbe servant,
and presently, approaching him. be
THE

CRAIG

discovered the same personage whom
he bad twice sern that evening and
whom be verily believed to be the assassin of Burr Pendleton.
With it look of unrecognitiou in bis
eyes Wyndham rose from bis chair to
receive the stranger, extending his
right hand as cordially as if he did nut
believe tbe one it grasped to be guilty
of the foulest deed he bad ever known.
"Mr. Craig Wyndham?" said the
stranger interrogatively. "The friend

of Mr. burr Pendleton?"

"Yes," replied Wyndham, noticing
that Escudera used perfect English.

"Your name is not known to me. howWill you be seated, sir?"
"Thank you. I also claim friendship
I made his acwith 51 r. Pendleton.
quaintance in Mexico, where we bad
many pleasant hours together. I met
him litre early this evening—before the
dinner hour, in fact—and expected to
I have
see him again about this time.
beard him speak of you so often that
when the clerk at the desk told me
immeyour name—1 entered the club
diately after you—I took the liberty of
ever.

sending my card to you."
"1 am very glad that you did so. Mr.
Pendleton and'' I had only Just met
when he was called away, doubtless

by you. 1 also expected him here about
this time. We will wait for him together. In the meantime be my guest,

but 1 am unused to
May I ask how you
pronounce your name?"
"I use the first one of the two, Escudera. Yes, I did leave the club with
In fact, I went to his
Pendleton.
bouse with him, but I remained only a
I discovered that be was
moment.
very tired and so agreed to meet him
bere later, where he did me the honor
to say that be would preseut me to

Mr.—pardon

Spauisb

me.

names.

Jointed

arise.
As soon as he was in his own room
he carefully examined the papers that
he had taken from the safe and in the
interest he felt in them for the time
partially forgot the awful reason foi
the examination.
From them he selected several which

he concealed. The others he destroyed.
But after he had bathed and refreshed
himself, thus destroying ail outward
appearance of the effect of the events
of the past night upon him. I.e return
ed to the chib for his breakfast.
Ile had found amoug the [>;;. > rs the
key to many things thut he did ι: t understand. and he felt certain tii.it a.
soon as lie could have a protracted talk
with ohl .rames lie would Ικ· enabled to
The
see his way clearly before him.
mystery by which lYudletou was sur
rounded was beginning to uufo!d.
At the elub he met L'aileton Biugs, a
character whose prototype may be
found in almost every club of \ imminence in New York. They belong to
the "lias beens" in that they are anions
the oldest members, are always serving
on some committee and have fro:»
some mysterious source income stilli
clent to pay their du m and purchase
an occasional meal. But they are al-

ways ready to accept an invitation to
breakfast or dine and regard their
abilities to entertain as sullicient equivalent for the favor. More than that,
they are ever ready to perform any
slight gentlemanly service which will
place one of their benefactors under
obligations to re|>eat the invitation at

Wyndthe first opportune moment.
ham desired Biggs to perform just such
a service for him. and for that reason
invited him to take breakfast.
When they had lighted their cigar*.
Wyndhaun put out his feeler.
"By Jove!" he said, 'it Is too bad
that Pendleton has not come in. Did

you see him last night. Carleton':"
"No. I heard that he was back, but I
did not see him."
"lie was to meet me here during the
evening nud did not come. Then I
supposed be would blow in for his
breakfast. I really ought to get word
to him before I go down town, and yet
I haven't the time. I'll have to write
a line and send it down by u messen-

ger boy."

Bigg* fidgeted an Instant In his chair
and then took the bait.
"I'm going down that way presently."
he said. "I had it in mind to drop in
and see Burr anyway, so if I can carry
a message for you. old man"—
"Would you? That is just the thing.
It will be a great favor. Carleton, If
you will take the trouble."
"No trouble at all. I Intended to stop
there anyhow, you know. Will yon
write the message, or shall"—
"Certainly not. Just tell him that
it is very important that he should

accumulation of them.
They litter the whole system.
Pimples, boils, eozema and other
eruptions, loss of appetite, tbat tired
feeling, bilious turns, flts of indiges-

tion,

dull headaohee and many other
are due to them.

troubles

and Pills

Remove all humor·, overcome all
and
(their effeote, strengthen, tone
invigorate the whole system.
"I had salt rheum on my bands so that I
eoold not work. I took Hood's Sarsaparllla
and It drove ont tbe humor. I continued
Its use till tbe sores disappeared." Mas.
Iba O. Blown, Romford Falls, Me.
Hood'· •areaparllla promise· to

our· and keep· th·

promla·.

...

said Uscudera

calmly.

Craig Wyndham smiled, but lie found
it dirtlcult to conceal the gleam of sat-

isfaction that (.une imo his eyes, rot
be felt that the Mexican had slightly
overdone his part in that counter move.
When the quodion was repeated, hscudera replied:
"Why yes. 1 went with Mr. 1 etidleton from* the club to Ids place of residence. ι believe it was bis intention
to remain there last night, although 1

do uot know.
IVrhaps he has been
called away again."
The subject was changed after that,
and when iuueheou was finished the

party separated. But Craig Wyndham
thrust his arm under Biggs and diew
him along with him.
I ha\t
"Come with me." he said.

things

one or two

attend

more to

to.

and after that we wlîï go up town together. If we do uot find Burr at the
club, then we will go around and look
him up. I shouldn't wonder if be was
Sleeping aud had given James orders to
admit nobody. lie has doue that thiug

[TO
Ill»

UE

umns."

That evening the new reporter handed in an account of a burglary in a
butcher's shop which commenced. "Mr.
Jeremiah Cleaver, the well known
butcher. Is losing tlesh rapidly of late."

—Exchange.

<"onvrrun11nnnl Krrnrh.
speak French ?"
That Is. I can shrug my
Loudou Answers.

the

Stop
Blight

thing to see fine
fruit trees spoiled by the blight.
You can always tell them from
the rest. They never do well
a

sad

afterwards but stay small and

blight

worse to sec a

some

grow big and strong
small and weak.
Scott's Emulsion

one

stays

can

stop

blight. There is no
reason why such a child should
stay small. Scott's Emulsion
is a medicine with lots of
strength in it—the kind of
that

to get

*h?"

word to me.

You'll be there,

"If you have business matters to dis-

cuss.

perhaps"—

"Bosh! There Is nothing that yon
cannot hear—all the woiid, for that
I'll expect you. You'll see
matter.
Burr soon, won't you?"

arranged

swathed in felt, and when the

cylinder

cape are on they are airtight. ^h,n
the elothing has been placed Inside and
the evlinders closed. dry heat is forced
through the pipes at a temperature of
IN. degrees. and this Is followed b>
111..1st bent raised to a temperature of
2;·α· degrees. The pressure of from six
to eight pounds put upon this steam
heat is sutliclent to force it thr -ugh
mattresses or bundles of cloth-

heavy

1»1JT
After a period which varies from
thirtv minutes to an hour the cylinder·
are opened. the racks are run out and
the rapid evaporation which follows
causes the clothing to dry almost immediately. The clothing is unharmed
bv this process, and the moist heat is a
thorough germicidal agent. It Is an nteresting fact that if a freshly launder,d Unen shirt or collar Is put Into the

cvlinder it will emerge thoroughly
moist and apparently in need of another starching. The evaporation is so rapId however, that it is immediately restored to its original condition, n»t
even the gloss being removed.-I.eslU s

Monthly.

YOKOHAMA BY NIGHT.
I.antrrn llltimlniitlon MnUe· the < Uf
Akin to Knlrjlnnd.
V row of paper lanterns in the black
shadow of a wall Is the first impresf
slon the newly arrived travelerhx
Yokohama as he steps from bis winpan" on to the wharf at night.
The lanterns hang low and aim
^
motionless, but at the word "nckshaw
they begin to sway, and with a shet
■

rhythmical movement tiny
rushing toward him. Λ momei t

almost
come

JJ

Inter be dis.-oveis that each an,, r"
to a rickshaw, which off» re
fur less than half a yen an hour to convex· him an· where his fanev may lead
him. But go where be will
is always there, dangling and sw.ixtnw

attached

theJanicrn

and dimly tiashing.
The lantern on the rickshaw
charaet. rlstic detail of the night picof
It is a
ture of Yokohama.
brilliant dashes of color under a cloudh-ss. starlit sky. fanned by a soft
«»*
breeze which seems half of the

serli|s
^

half of the tropies. with suu.iug. < ···
like people gliding about every when.

exactly, because fairies are not >np
posed to be always as 1,ίο1υΓ,"ιιΚ.
•ire these Japanese. Certain it is that
things anywhere in the round
world can be more U-autiful than lan-

:iw

lighted Yokohama.
i.rldge
As the occidental cr-s-es tin I'HUge
over the canal from the foreign quarter and enters the native city he s. ee
u bewildering maze of lights. 1 hi ο
out Yokohama gas lamp posts are fe
and far between. a fact which makes
the lantern Illumination all the more
tern

.-

conspicuous. -1 hey are not hung at reg»
ular heights or intervals, but m
sort of tangle of soft col'.r.-.l M
and
oxer the fr. at of the

even across

and

building

strength

j

the street.-New \ork Mall

Express.

IfcnaJ.it G. .layuo (lining mo<t of the
civil war was tin· iH-rsonal assistant of
Edwiu M. Stanton, the famous war
One day Lincoln sent for
secretary.
Ja.vnc to come to the White House.
"My boy."· said ho, "tlion* is a letter I
would like to have you look at."
Jaync picked up the letter and found
it was from Goner: 1 Dix. It conveyed
the in format ion that several Federal

had escaped fr«n;i I.lbby priswith the aid of Abide G reçu, a woman famous durlug the war. The letter also said that, as the fact of Ahbie's assistance was well known, she
had been obliged to flee irmn Hichmuud and even then was on her way
to Washington on the Hag of truce

prisoners

boat.
"Now, my boy." said the president,
"I don't know what I should say to
any rascal who would steal that letter
and have a bill passed through conof
gress to grant #1ι·,0<κ) t.) the relief
Mr. Jn y no "stole the
Abble Green."
letter." and the next day both branches
of congress passed the bill to grant
$10,000 to Abble Green. The following
morning "Holiest Abe" sent f> r .layue

again.

"I told you I didn't know what 1
should say." he said, with a twinkle iu
his eye. "to the rascal who would steal
that letter aud have congress act on It.
Now, I've made up my mind what to
Vou go dowu to Xo.
say.
street, get Abble Green, take lier down
to Chase at the treasury, and don't you
let her go until she pets that money."—
—

of them don't get
their rights. While the rest

2 sharp."
"AH right. Wyndham."
"And I say, Carleton, make hlra
You know what a lazy duffer
come.
he is. Come nlong with him If yoj
will and lunch with us at the Savarin.
I'll Ik* at the Lawyers' at 2 precisely,
hut I'll be in a hundred places between
now and then, so there'll be no chance

suspended

ou a

on

"Tan you
"A little.
shoulders."

It is

runulng

Yhr l.rller Tim %Vn« Stolen and the
ΠηκοαΙ Who Stole It.

Touch of Ifnmor.
says the astute news

alitor to tin* new reporter, "always he on
the lookout for any little touch of hu
colnior that may brighten up our

"Always."

But

—at

from a long
track and w
that when the racks are filled the
whole thing may be run inside one of
the three great disinfecting cyltodere
with which the station is equipped.
These cylinders are enormous steel
boilers fifty feet In length by eight feet
iu diameter and fitted lusWle with continuous colls of steam pipe· The cylinders are covered with asbestos and
series of racks

car

A SJ"ORY OF LINCOLN.

CO.Vn.NL'XD.J

strike children.
is the natural right of children.

"Fou know what a Ian/ (luffcr he i$."
meet me at the Lawyers' club at 2
o'clock sharp. That Is all. It relates
to some business matters that we tamed about last night and had not time
A
We were Interrupted.
to finish.
gentleman he knew In Mexico came In,
and lb it left the club with h I in. I
have not seen hliu since. Don't forget

DISINFECTING A SHIP.
MoUt nrat. · Thorooeh Germicidal
Aurnl, I· I »ed.
When the Ti«fl bas tied up to the
wharf In New Orleans, the first step is
the removal of the bedding. clothing
and cushions and other cloth fabrics to
the quarantine shed. Here they are
hung on a framework consisting of a

before, you know."

Good health

All Humors
an

"I couldn't find James either.
"That's strange."
"I went back three times and rang
repeatedly each time, but nobody answered. IVrhap» be did not go to his
own rooms last nlpht.
During this conversation Wyndham
had glanced in the direction of Eludera several times, but If the Mexican
heard what was said he gave no indication of it.
,,
-Oh. yes. he did." replied Wyndham
Si nor
in response to the last remark.
Escudera went there with him from
the club. Did I not so understand you.
si'nor?" he continued politely, turning
t.. the gentleman from Mexico.
-What did you ask. Mr. Wyndham f

It is

eyes sparkled for one
brief Instant, for be knew that statement to be a lie. He knew that Pendleton did not Intend to return to tbe
club that night and that be bad not
promised such an introduction to the
Mexican for tbe very reason tbat be
expected to spend tbe evening In bis
It was the
rooms wltb Wyndham.

suoh

gone?"

sickly.

you."
Wyndbam's

Are impur· matters which the skin,
liver, kidneys and other organs can
not take care of without help, there is

saw

!

1U o'clock the preceding evening—and
for those he must trust to nerve and
chance in case the question should

From that, «/to, he removed the papers.
had not he added: "You may destroy
the message 1 left for bim. 1 ex peeled
that he would be here a half hour ago
When he comes in. say that I am in tin
cafe." And as be turned to jro to the
cafe the outer door opened, and tlie
very man with whom I'eudletou bad
left the chili entered.
Hut Wyudham did not turn his h«»ad.
He went calmly on his way to the cafe.

"Within half an hour.·*
W'vndham went down towu thon and
during the remainder of the forenoon
attended to his affairs as stoically and
as systematically as he always did
Not once did he deviate from his usual

first tally tn the score that be Intended
to make against the Mexican.
Refreshments and cigars were ordered and two hours passed while the
men conversed upon every subject that
either could thluk to Introduce, and at
last It was the stranger who suggested
that the hour was so late that there
wae email cMnce that Pendleton would

terrible strain.
At his own door he left his friend
and. saying that he would get two or
three hours' sleep, entered the house
where he lived. He knew that he was
in a positiou to prove an alibi for every
hour that had passed siuce he parted
with Pundleton except those that were
really the most vital—between Γ» and

J·»· Hood's Sarsaparllla

aspect
Hood Farm Garget Cure
he bent forward and
#l^75,«2 9Ï
$1 and $2^0. Hood Fabm Salvk, $1. the hilt of the weapon that bad
31. 1W1.
tbe
for
prePowdebs,
Hoq
Fabm
Hood
the life of his friend, but be did not
# 56,570 «
vention and cure of bog cholera and to
711JSI5 01
touch the body or the chair in whlc
$1.
healthy,
hogs
keep
U
36.0K7
he looked teWl tb·
Large sixes are most economical to use. It rested. Once
$ 796 492 2S
had left ajar-but notwithtbe
door-he
BY
SALE
roa
71Κ.ΛΛ0«
startled glance of one who expects to
78,*» 6i
A hanging rack for holding the hay
did not raise aa much wheat F. A. SHURTLEFF ft, CO., discover somebody peering *
an
England
Suspend
#1^75^82 Λ for sheep is desirable.
South Pari·, Me.
the scene; it was more ο if he were
chains or rope. last year as did the two Dakota·.
Me. ordinary crate with small
So.

liabilities and surplus.
Chaklu E. Toutλμ. Agent,

Total
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that

makes

things

grow.
Scott's

Emulsion makes
children grow, makes them cat,
makes them sleep, makes them
play. Give the weak child a
chance. Scott's Emulsion will
make it catch up

with the

rest.

This picture represents

the Trade Maik of Scott's

on the
J Kmulv.onof and isbottle.
! wrapper every

Scr.d for free sample.
SCOTT & 110WNE,

400 Pearl St., New Yotk.
50c and |l. all druggists.

—

New Orleans Times-Democrat.
Γη ii κ lit

η

Tnrtar.

Like so many of his learned brethren
in the Church of Kngland. the late
Canon Carter was the terror of compositors. His was perhaps, after Dean
Stanley's, the very worst handwriting
of the last century.
About lv*» the then bishop of Lichfield, Dr. Maclagan. surprised one of
his secretaries by saying: "I have

hardly ever received an anonymous
letter, but I pot one this morning. It la
very badly written, and I can hardly
make it out, but from the signature it
Is sure to be abusive. The man has
signed himself Ά Tartar.' See If you

make it out."
The secretary, who know the handwriting. rather startled his lordship by
rejoining: "It's nothing alarming. M'e
only a note from Canon Carter of
Clewer!"- London Tit-Hits.
can

An Old Hand.
"What was the first thins: your husband said when you g->t started on

your wedding journey?"
'*'K.vcuse me while I go forward and
have a smoke.' You know it was the
third time for him."—Chicago Uec.^rd-

Uerald.

Rxprrtrprrd.

lie—Your friend. Miss Dash way. has
quite a military air about her.
She—No wonder. She has participat-

ed In no fewer than seventeen engagement·.—Chicago New·.
The best

mond field

pnrt

of the Klmberley dianine acres only.

covers

Jhc (Oxford Ocmocrat,
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PARIS HILL.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, FEB. 25, 1902.
Vaetor-

at wood & Forbes,
Editor· «ad
bmui

Pr*pr)«ton.

M. atwooc.

A.

C. Fuebjls.

era.

Job Piuituo .—Sew type, raat preaaea, ateam
power, experienced workmn and low price#
combine to make thla department of our bualoeaa complete and popular.

IM«L£ COPIES.

single Copie·* of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They «111 be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher* or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copiée of each Issue have been placed on
sale at the following places In the County :
South farta,
Berlin's Drug Store.
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Norway,
Noyea'Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Buckdeit),
Α. Γ. Lewis, Insurance Office.
Kryeburg,
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
Parla Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris.

County Court Directory
County

Officers for

Supreme

Judicial Court.

At Soatfc Paris·
Tuesday of each month except August.
Tuesdays of June and December.

At Remford Falls.
Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday
of Mav. thtrd'Tue-day of August, second Tues
day of November.

County

^er

7

Sunday School ever,

Thaver and wife were at Auιlast week guests of

\
A.

gustaseveralda>3

d*n

?£«??«* £*à' *·

Mr.

O

th; democratic

Miss Mae Perkins win leave
for KoekviUe, Conn to which
,a,»il, have

-"ι""!
I erkins hi]]

,

pounds

^

this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Stowell buried
Mi„ their infant Thursday.
the primary school
Judge Stearns of Bangor was called to
good success, and Bethel by the death of his mother last

pla£

removed,«""^Γ

JSÏÏS jSÏÏ "!
τ"0·?
ami church
îiijA «The» liaocW
CirMr"ci,arle» Sha«,
î°° ^

Sunday.

Mrs. J. G.

ing.

MrKeBi»W. "i»"
'"h%£"taptiat

Hall's
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^
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blowing;

Hammond visited gale.

PRYEBURG.
As March approaches, the local quesRev. Mr. Adams of Woodfords suption is: Whom are we to have for town
officers? And the general question is, plied the pulpit at the Congregational
What has become of Emma Stone'' Pre- church Sunday Feb. 16th.
Miss Ruth Goodnow is suffering with
sumably both questions will be answeran abscess on her back.
ed in due time.
Mrs. William Gordon and daughter
Noah Ames, one of the oldest persons
in town, has been in a very feeble state Mollie are spending a few days in Portof health all winter, and much of th« hind.
Mr. G. II. Freeman has finished the
time confined to his bed, but is now
town reports.
convalescing.
The Congregational Circle was enter"Uncle" Joseph Emmons has moved
into his new house near the City, and tained at the home of Mr. Β. B. Woodhis son Walter has moved on to the old ward Thursday evening.
The gentlemen of the New Church
Benjamin Bacon farm, so called, whicli
lie bought some time ago, and situated society gave a supper and entertainment
in the extreme eastern part of the town. at New Church Hall Friday evening.
Mrs. Trube has moved into the MorHow our country has grown during
Su gan house.
the last seventy years, to be sure !
the thought comes home while glancing
andover.
Atlas, published in
at Huntington's
Owing to the storm the Universalist
1S30, and lying open and showing th«
United States as they existed at thai sociable was not very well attended.
The fire company was called out last
time.
There was only one state lyins
west of the Mississippi River at thai Thursday to extinguish a small tire in
But little
time, and here is what it says of tlx McAlister's barber shop.
vast territory lying between the Mis- damage was done.
The winter has been most favorable
souri River and the Rocky Mountains
"This desert is traversed by numerous for logging.
Kufus Merrill, an old resident of East
herds of Buffaloes & Wild Horses, and
Inhabited by roving tribes of Indians." Andover, died in Canton last week, Feb.
But where are the Indians, the buffaloes IS, where he went to pass the wintei
with his son-in-law, Mr. Ε. E. Caldwell.
and the great desert to-day?
Mr. Smith is hauling large quantities
And now it is John Titus who it
of lumber to the Andover Manufacturing
down with the mumps.
Let no one imagine that the world has Co.'s mill. Mr. Ilenry Learned, one ol
wholly gone to the bad, and that "there the company's teamsters, hauled at one
is none that doeth good; no, not one,'' load 175 feet (2 1-2 cords) of birch witli
for such is by no means the case; some one pair of horses, recently from the
contend there is a spark of good in woods, nearly three miles.
Whist clubs and weekly meetings are
every one, and it may be true; in fact,
Tlu all the exciting events just now.
are rather inclined to think it is.
other night a man was driving home
8HOWN FIELD
from the Pond, where he had been at
Masquerade ball at Ε. B. Bean's Hall
work, and on his way he met a neighboi
going there of an errand, on foot, having Feb. 20th. Supper was served to all who
lamed his horse so as to be unfit for use. wished.
Mrs. Waldren is visiting her sister,
On learning the facts he turned about,
took in his neighbor, drove back to the Mrs. Nettie Seavey.
Mr. Levi Seavey, who has been quite
Pond, and after doing his erraud broughl
That man had prob- sick, is very much better.
him back home.
Mrs. Charles Fessenden, who has been
ably read the Golden Rule.
in poor health for a number of monthe,
is improving.
NEWRY.
Items of interest are few and far beQuite a tidy sum over $f>0 was realized tween in Brownfield at this
writing.
from the supper and sale at the North
Newry Sewing Circle fair Thursday
OXFORD
night. A large number of peoplo were
Stella Walker of Portland is visiting
present and a very enjoyable time is rerelatives here.
ported.
The Parsonage Society met with Mrs.
Mr. Ed Lane of Newry Corner, whe
There
has been very dangerously sick witli Newport Thursday afternoon.
pneumonia, has so far recovered as to be was an extra meeting Tuesday to preof
for
a
sale
and
make
able to sit up a little.
pare
quilts, etc.,
Mrs. Congdon, our pastor's wife, ha* arrangements for a chicken supper to be
been ill nearly a year from gastric given Wednesday evening, Feb. 26tli.
Married, Feb. 10th, at St. Peter's
trouble, and does not seem to improve
church in Lewiston, Fleurien Daniels
in health. It is very sad.
and Annie Pallitier, both of Oxford.
WEST BUCKFIELD.
DFNMARK.
Ethel Bradbury and Effie Prescotl
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray have been
came up from Turner Centre Friday.
but in Portland for a few days.
Misa Ρ re scott returned Sunday,
Mr. Iloyt Parks of Clifton is visiting
Ethel was not able to go.
John Flagg and family were at Horatio with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray.
Mrs. Chas. True met with a bad acciFlagg's Sunday.
Dan Emery and family and Gertie Bon· dent Tuesday. While going down cellar
she made a misstep, and fell, breaking
ney were at Shirley Bonney's Sunday.
Mrs. Emma Bonney came home from her ankle. Dr. Butler was called to her
North Βucitfield Saturday night, but re- relief.
The ladies1 circle met with Mr. and
turned Sunday.
Vinia Bonney is with her sister, Mrs. Mrs. Wm. Allen on Wednesday afternoon
and evening.
About sixty sat
Dan Emery, this week.
Mr. Edwin Plngree
Harry Harlow has a bad sore throat. down to supper.
Mabery Mayhew is cutting ice' for was very kind to take a load of sixteen
>
people to the circle.
Uarry Buck.
The late snow storm was heavy in this
Fret! Bennett came home from Rumford Falls last week, and returned Mon- section, and the wind the hardest of the
year.
day.
Shirley Bonney swapped a heifer for a
HEBRON.
bull with Earl Jack.
The game of basket ball played here
The Grangers attended grange at
last Friday, the 14th, between the girls
Nezinscot Hall last Saturday.
Charles Smith has been over from of Gould's Academy and the girls of
Hebron Academy scored 12 to 3 in favor
Stow.
of the Hebron girls.
EAST SUMNER.
The storm of Monday was one of
of last
The blizzard
week badly the worst of the winter.
Although the
blocked up some of the roads, and made weather was not cold, the high wind
made a very rough day, and kept many
all roads poor traveling.
A twelve weeks terra of school in indoors.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Greenwood have a
charge of Miss Alice Davenport closed
on Friday.
baby boy, born Tuesday.
Miss Edith Greenwood is very feeble
Town meeting will be held in the
vestry at West Sumner this year, as the this winter. She is boarding at Mr.
house
furnished
fuel
for
the Cumminge', where she has the best of
old town

Buckfield, Sunday,

H. Jackson spent

few

a

jlays

County

^

V1Thee

bt"roiver

Officers.

Allen is ill with heart

ΙΓ

Charles K. Whitman,South Parle,Cl'k of Courts.
There is a movement in Hiram for
Ellery C. Park, Bethel.
County Attorney.
J. Hasting* Bean,South Parts. Keglsterof Deeds.
selectmen. OrEckley Ballard, Fryeburg,
Ketfster of Deeds, (Western District.) mond S.
·,
Spring, chairman,
Addison K. Herriek, Beihel, Judge of Probate.
George Milliken. aged ·>», boast tna
A lbert D. Park, South Paris, Register of Probate
George M. At wood, South Paris. County Treas. thev have never drunk a glass of hq io
James R. Tucker, South Paris, Sheriff and Jailer.
Mrs. Bartlett demons » f*llmk·.
Our Grangers went to Sebago

irTJÏoCfUiureXcellent

f

Crier,

a|Mr

East lllram.
Porter.
Lovell.
Dlxtleld.
Canton.
Buckdeld.
Rumford Falls.

Bridgion.

Bethel.

Rumford Fall·.
Water fori.

Bryant'· Pond.

Wellington Bird,

Feb. 28. Magnolia Minstrels, South Paris.
Feb. A>.—Oxford District Lodge, 1. O. G. T..
West Pari·.
Man-h 3.—Town meeting in most Oxfonl County
—

March « —oxford Pomona Grange. West Pari".
Man-h β.—Concert by Norway and Paris Concert
Band, New Hall. South Paris.
Man-h β —Farmer·' Institute, Norway.
Man-h 7 —Farmers' Institute. South WaterforU.
March 11 —Supreme Judicial Court, South Paris.
March 26, Ά.—Roee Carnival of Unlvereallst
Good Cheer Soc'ety, South Paris.
April :·, 10.—Grand Lodge, I. O. G. Τ Water
ville.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

v' Brown is

working

Central Railroad

"ΐΐΓ.ο-η report sho*s
linances

are

in

good

in

on

Ne

that the town
condition.

NORTH 9UCKFIELO
Stephen Spaulding has his pulp wood
all delivered to the «tat.on at
Fred Harlow went to Floral tar*,
Ν Y., to work, the 17th.
Fairfield Farrar is quite poorly again

Buck^·

W

towns.

Alpheus

Maine

lt\YUl Bisbee^s mother is with him for a

COMING EVENTS.

NEW

«· very much

Paris.

Norway.
Norway.
Norway.
Bethel. the
Fryeburg.

a^ed

Everett Bkknell and wife of Norway
his father's. J. F. Bicknell s, the

were at

"'joseph

Cummings caught a fox m a
steel trap a few days since, and a day or

Jg'jJ

after he shot two in one <toy.
jromi luck as they are worth from *3.50
two

Hammond's logging teams have

through hauling lumber to Heal I
Brothers' mill and are now ^auling to
South Paris.
Norman
Bessey, but
Thayer and Scott Colby are at work for
him.
.rot

BRYANT POND.

A large amount of birch and cord
wood has been hauled from Capt. Dearborn's wood lot on the hillside beyond
John Arkett'e in the past two weeks.
The friends of Miss Ola Dudley have
ha«l great hopes of her fully recovering
from her severe illness to good health
by spring, but for the past two weeks
HERE AND THERE.
she has had a serious relapse and as
soon as she is able will be moved to
The Machiaa Union thinks that it sees Portland for medical treatment.
a connection between the repyrt of the
The "Old Maids' Association," prestate treasurer showing a balance of cash sented
by the Univeraalist Society, will
like
to
on hand
something
amounting
be repeated Thursday evening, Feb. 27.
au
item
of
the
same
in
and
date
$:iU0,00U,
Some new features will be introduced
an.Augusta paper, setting forth thestren- to make the play more interesting. The
ous ueed of an annex to the state house
price oi admission 10 cents. Dancing 15
at a probable cost of $100,000.
Well, cents.
there is no better time to enlarge the
Mrs. Eleanor Whitman is improving
home buildings, whether on the farm or
slowly in health.
at the state house, than when there is a
Mrs. Pearle Muller is convalescing
surplus on hand, ami there is unques- slowly.
tionably a demand for enlargement of
W. G. Morton is teaching dancing
the state house, whether it is an abso- school at Locke's Mills. The first leslute necessity or not.
However, it is son was given
Thursday evening of this
altogether likely that the surplus will be week. Essie Bowkeraud Dennie Bryant
used toward the extinguishment of the
attended.
state's tloating debt before the legislatDr. Yates of West Paris was callcd
so
for
there is no occasion
ure meets,
last Sunday to attend Elbridge Crooker,
immediate worry.
who came home sick
from one
Dr. Austin Tennev. Oculist.
Trunks Marked Free.
Rex Porou- Plaster.
Probate Notices, Pari» Court.
Pn>bate Notices, Hum fori Falls Court.
Notice of Appointment.
2 Notices of Bankruptcy.
New Goods.

Saturday

If President Roosevelt had not already
established a reputation for clear and
forcible expression, he would be entitled
to it on his auswer to Admiral Schley's
With a fairness which
appeal alone.
none but the most violent partisans can
reviews
he
the principal points
questiou.
of the case, and in declining to allow it
to be reopened, expresses a sincere boj>e
that the country and the navy may be no
further injured by this unhappy controversy. Furthermore, he has in his published opinion given to the public as
clear a view of the actual conditions
under which the battle of Santiago was
fought, as has ever been given by anyother writer in the same or even greater
compass.

It is safe to make the statement, even
a distance from the scene of action,
that the country at large, and some portions of it in particular, are giving Prince
Henry of Germany a warm welcome, and
keeping him about as busy as he could
desire. And it is also safe to say that
Mr. Wheeler of Keutucky, and a fewothers of like opinions—who, fortunately, are not conducting the diplomacy of
the country—are studiously refraining
from taking any part in the "truculent
at

sycophancy."

Now that the

Schley

matter is

officially

settled, it is reported that Secretary
Long feels at liberty to retire from the
cabinet, but that he will not do so until

it shall appear that congress is not to
take any action tending to reopen the

controversy.

The newspapers have discovered two
in Maine who voted for Jackson.
No census has been taken of those who
are still voting for Jackson.
men

Immanuel Pfeiffer,
the
antivaccinationist, who deliberately exposed
himself to small pox, is recovering from
an attack of that disease which threatened his life. The public is not informed whether the cruelest hope of his opponents is to be satisfied—namely, that
he may be all pitted up. and spend the
rest of his life as a horrible example of
the effects of refusing vaccination.
Dr.

Governor Hill has been notified by
Secretary of the Treasury Shaw that a
warrant has been drawn in favor of the
state of Maine for $131,515.81 in payment
of the civil war claim recently allowed
by Congress and has been delivered to
the lawyers representing the state. It
is thought that with this addition to its
income, the state will nearly if not quite
wipe out the remainder of its floating

debt during the present year.

Gov. Hill has nominated Hon. Albert
M. Spear of Gardiner as judge of the
Supreme Court to till the vacancy caused
by the death of Judge William H.

Fogler.

of his peddling trips.
He was quite
sick for a week but is convalescing at
this writing.
On Monday night the proprietor of the
Glen Mountain House was made happy
by being presented with a nice 10 pound
boy, Mason Houston Allen.
LOVELL.

Sire.

Emily Farrington,

wife of John
Farrington, Jr., died the 18th inst., aged
70 years.
Her health had been poor for
a number of years, but during
the past
few months a cancer had developed,
which was the immediate cause of
death.
She leaves a husband to mourn
her loss, who has the deep sympathy of
the community.
The funeral was attended on Friday afternoon at the Congregational church at the Centre, by
Kev. D. E. Burn ham.
Mrs. Eliza A. Hatch, wife of Samuel
L. Hatch, died very suddenly the 18th
inst. She retired as well as usual, but
was stricken with apoplexy about 11
o'clock, and lived but one half-hour.
Mrs. Hatch was 07 years of age, the
daughter of Deacon Benjamin Stearns,
and the granddaughter of the first
Deacon Benjamin Stearns, who was one
of the first settlers of this town, coming
from Massachusetts, and clearing his
farm on the north side of Sabattis
Mountain. Mm. Hatch will be greatly
missed in the church, of which she had
long been a member, in the neighborhood and in her family.
Her brother,
Charles Stearns, died at Bridgton, and
was
buried Sunday, the 16th.
She
leaves three brothers, one sister, husThe
band, and son and daughter.
funeral services were at her late home
Friday forenoon, attended by Kev. D.
E. Burnham.
W. M. Benton is improving in health
now, and bids fair to get out again.
The Congregational Circle at the village was entertained Thursday evening
at the American House Hall.
LOCKE'S MILLS.
Eli Barker of Bethel was in the place
Saturday looking for young heifers.
R. C. Davis and wife of Woodstock
visited at Llewellyn Bryant's Sunday,
the 16th.
A. J. Ayer, who is spending the winter with his daughter, Mrs. Albert Green
>f Lewiston, came home the 15th for a
ihort stay.
Mrs. Lizzie Demond of Concord, Ν. H.,
is at home for a little visit.
Hon. Eben Hand visited his son, W. B.
Rand, and daughter, Mrs. Mattie Swift,
jver Sunday, the 16th.
Harry Swift was at home for a few
lays the first of the week.
W. H. Fain h am and wife went to West
Ellis Friday, the 15th, and attended
fiumford Grange at the Centre Saturday
ivening, driving home at its close.
Mrs. Ann Libbey of this place has
I >een granted a renewal of her pension.
! >he has many friends who rejoice in her
j ;ood fortune.
W. H. Farnham is in New Hampshire
4 m a business trip.

firebug.

care.

The town report will show a balance
EAST HEBRON.
in favor of the town of about $114, but
Rev. Z. Wheeler supplied the pulpit
owing to many and poor roads, taxée
will continue to be high for years to last Sunday. He formerly preached here
Roads that are not an actual several years, and his numerous friends
come.
necessity and can be dispensed with, were well pleased to meet him again in
keep many a town In debt, hopelessly— his accustomed place.
Rev. L. D. Tibbetts passed last Saturand yet some clamor for more.
day in Bowdoin.
SWEDEN.
A dispatch came from Boeton last SatFine weather for business, and every urday announcing the death of Dana
Just enough suow Fuller of Boston, whose years of his
one is improving it.
to get around in the woods all right.
minority were p:issed in this place. For
His
Frank Hall of South Waterford gave many years he lived in Boston.
wife died some eight years ago, and
aD entertainment at Town Hall Saturday
evening, with graphophone, moving since that time he has made hie home
with his son Charles. Two brothers and
pictures, etc.
A very pleasant time was the birthday two sisters still survive him: Jordan J.,
of
Norway, Rufus P., Mrs. Rebecca
party given at Mr. Samuel Plummer's
It was the anniversary of Packard and Mrs. Eveline Packard, all of
Feb. 14th.
his 85th birthday. A company of fifteen East Hebron. He was about 70 years of
After a tine dinner the age, and the youngest of his father's famwere present.
afternoon was passed very pleasantly ily. He died very suddenly. His brother
with music, both vocal and instrumental. Rufus has gained for a short time, but
J. F. Plummer of South Paris was pres- this stroke was so unexpected, it is
ent, and Miss Mary A. Plummer of feared it will have a bad result as he is
so feeble.
North Bridgton.
A. M. Fogg site up a very little, but
does not gain rapidly.
FAST 8ETHEL
Harry B. Phillips has sold his farm
Miss Rose Kimball vieited her home in
and stand across the road from his farm
this place Saturday and Sunday.
He
J. M. Bartlett was at home from Ber- buildings to Mr. Lane of Lewiston.
has a son-in-law at Rumford Falls whom
lin, Ν. H., last week.
Mrs. Eugene Bean is slowly recover- he expects to live there, and a daughter
family in Massachusetts that come
ing from the grippe. She is attended by and in
out
the country in summer, and enDr. Twaddle.
Mrs. C. M. Kimball is visiting her joy country life a few weeks. We underthe writings will be made the
laughter, Mrs. R. C. Clark, in Saco; also stand that
present week.
)ther relatives in Portland.

<

STOW.
is at home for a few

Eugene Charles

lays.

Gus Charles is stopping with Mrs.
Fames Irisu for the winter.
The Evangeline Club is to meet with
1 lise Géorgie Walker Saturday, Feb. 22d.

About five inches of

snow

fell Monday

md the wind has blown ever since.
The Misses Cochrane and Flagg are
1 tolding meetings at this place and Chat1 lam.
Moses Bickford has been here visiting
1 riends and relatives. We are very sorry
t ο say that hie health Is vary poor.
ι

••Uneedareet,"

tome
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η a word.
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The fortification· now ^Ing construct>d by the government on Great Diamon
[aland, Portland Harbor, are to be
jhristened Fort McKinley.

Harold Murch, the five-year-old son of
—the club reception Wednesday evening,
Feb. 12th at Nezinscot Hall, the three
succeeding nights a theatrical troupe Stillwater Klver on the Ice.
occupied, on the 19th a dancing school
was started, the 20th Howard & Pitts
Hon. Eli B. Bean has reoeived notice entertained.
The β. A. R. are invited to a campfire
from the quartermaster's department at
for at North Turner Saturday, and the
markers
seven
that
Washington,
are invited to be the guests of
soldiers' graves have been shipped to Orangers
«.ι.
East Hebron Orange the same day.
him from West Stock bridge, Mass.
Ira Oardner is having mumps.
survived by a wife and one child.
Mr. and Mrs. William Rowe are spendFriday, at Nezinscot Hall, the Baptist
ing a few weeks among friends in PeaA brick making plant will be in operacircle entertained the public with music,
It
body, Mass.
tion at Thomaston in a few weeks.
cake.
and
ice
cream
Singing
Miss Delia Spring is at Portland visit- readings,
will cost about 8100.000 and have an outMisses
Arthur
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Hall,
by
ing friends.
and Lila Spaulding. nut of nearly 100,000 bricks a day. The
Mrs. Sylvester Pease of Effingham, N. Bess Caldwell
steam
Chaffin of Sumner, plant will be modern, °perate(l by
Miss
were
Readers
TreasTown
of
H., has been the guest
~n(] wiil have ten permanent kilns. uosof
Hebron.
Miss
and
Hodgdon
wife.
and
urer A. F. Johnson
are intt
And now the husbands of club women ton and Worcester capitalists
Miss Lura Staples, daughter of Mr.
wives in the ested.

enterUiar.i.the»--J^.^t

ztLs:Ίϊ'■»*£

1

The ladies' circle of the Congregational church met last Wednesday afternoon
In
at the residence of Mrs. L. R. Giles.
the evening a picnic supper was served,
work.
church
the proceeds going for

g£·

with her daughter, Mrs. Π. P. Uara
Kegul.tr sessions:—Nx'ond Tuesday of May. mond, last week.
Last Tuesday of
First Tuesday of September.
December.
HIRAM.
The scarlet fever has appeared
Commissioners.
Thomas S. Sargent's at bast Ilira
John M Phllbrook, Chairman,
Bethel.
East Stonehani.
Jonathan Bartlett,
Knights of Pythias have plenty of
Mexico
Randall L. Taylor,

Henry K. Hammond,
James L. Parker,
Thaddeua Cross,
A lbert P. BasseU,
Cyrus M. Wormell,
George G. Shirley,
Edgar L. Flint,
Jarre· W. Chapman,
Walter C- Baaaett,
Don A. Gates,
Ronello A. Barrows,
Α. F. Warren.
Harris L. Elliott,
John F. Davis,
Mliton Penley,
Fred A. Porter.
Addison E. Holt,

even-

*'ih "'^'ΐ^ίΓ»'

Commissioners.

Deputy Sheriffs.

gave a valentine

The Democratic State Committee met
, vt Augusta Thursday night and dec e
ι λ hold the state convention In Bango ,
June llth.

failing.

Mrs. Addie Home of Stoneham, Mass.,
who has been a guest of her cousin, Mrs.
Gehring, went to Milan, Ν. H., Wednesday, to visit relatives before returning
to "her home.
The Gould Academy girls' basket ball
echool at
Bi.hop «i.it«i team returned from Hebron, and while Frank A. Staples, is attending
» '» *-**"* * not bearing home the honors of victors, Lewiston.
The Brownfield Library Association
are very loud in the praise of the courof Dr.
» teous attention received from the enter- have received from the heirs
Circle «ill
tainers. The Hebrons are expected to Jesse P. Sweat, a deed of the lot of land
now
play a return game here during next upon which the library building
evening, teb. —
a moIU,logue
week, the date not being definitely fixed stands. In the near future the association will make extended improvements,
at present.
Rev. F. E. Rand went to North Anson as the present building is rather crowded
Saturday to supply the Congregational for room.
A memorial service was held by the
Atter pulpit there for two Sundays.
for ft. table.
The winter term of Gould Academy W. C. T. U. at the home of Mrs. Biram
the entertainment there will h
All are will close Thursday and the spring term Getchell, in memory of Miss Frances
Admission 10 cents.
able
Willard.
will open March 18.
most connaUv invited·
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Durgin have
Hatch
Rev. J. B. Caruthers of Berlin, Ν. H.,
evangelistic preached at the Congregational church been appointed superintendent and
matron of the town farm, and moved
Sunday.
upon it Feb. 12.
The young people of our town had an
GREENWOOD.
AU are cordially invitedWere the weather record made out enjoyable time in Ε. B. Bean's hall last
Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock Kev. ^
thus far this week it would show some- Thursday night, the occasion being a
S. Cotton of Norway will preach in
thing of a variety and read thus: Sun- masquerade ball. There were queens
at the day, fair weather and good sleighing; and princesses, knights and ladies-inrniversalist church at the
Monday, snow storm; Tuesday, high waiting galore, pirates, clowns and
At the unwind and snow drifting; Wednesday, mountebanks in profusion.
·»
breaking roads, but still a strong wind masking supper was served. The music
Thursday morning, blowing a was furnished by Bennetts' Orchestra.

At So.tk Pari·.

County

Gehring

party to the young people Friday

L.

^Ke^W^'^.^Ho^pe^wiirpreach

At Frysberg.

Court of

Church:
"TnUe^lM
*t M A. *·

ΐΤΐ;^η4

Probate Court.

Flist

****** *****

» '· "·

%£*conduct

Tuesday of March.
Second Tuesday of October.

Third

£T,IIabb*ïh*trenln*
Tb

SPONGE FISHING.

MAINE NEWS NOTES.

of late.
was 87 years of age.
A. W. Libby went to Lewiston ThursThe friends of Miss Charity Durgin, a
a day to attend the funeral of a brother.
late
Samuel
of
the
Durgin,
daughter
Mrs. Jerry Crowe and niece, Annie
veteran of the civil war, are making an
have gone to their old home in
effort to get her a pension. Miss Durgin Devine,
Brunswick.
is not only a cripple, but her eyesight is New
Amusements have been on tap of late

::„meth,nttoi»

1901-2.

Second

UT7

λ
O.

A DTKXTlSKMKjrr· :— All legal advertisement»
are given three consecutive lnaertlona (or S1JH)
per Tncù In length of column. Special contracta
made with local, transient and yearly advertla

and

vl«

nanti·! Church, Iff· H. H·

Sunday

Tuna —#1-So a year If paid strictly in advance.
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copie· « cent·.

Oxford

Rev. F. Ε. Rand supplied the pulpit
of the Congregational church Sunday,
Feb. 16.
Word wae received Sunday of the
death of C. M. Wormell at the home of
his eon in Woodforde, where he had
been ill several weekq, Funeral services
were held there Tuesday, Rev. F. E.
Barton of Bethel, pastor of the deceased,
officiating. Mr. J. M. Philbrook, Ε. H.
Young, Clinton Barker and A. W. Grovpall-bearers.
er, all of Bethel, acted as
Mr. Wormell was well known throughsheriff and
as
a
and
state
out the county
detective, having served in this capacity
for many years.
Mr. A. F. Andrews ofNorway and Mr.
Eli Stearns'*have been sending away
of wool collected in
about 2000

IN ALL

THE OOINQ8 OF THE WEEK

BIICKFIPLO.
BROWNFIELD
F. P. Withtngton and hi· eon Joseph
John and Irving Hodgdon will out and
Latest reports are favorable.
are ill.
place upon the Saoo River 300,000 of
Mrs. E. O. Cole is convalescent.
timber thia spring.
We are sorry to learn that Wm. CnshThe remains of Mrs. Joshua Stanton,
the Democrat's Hartford correwho died in Peabody, Mass., Feb. 13, man,
is in poor health.
were brought here for interment Satur- spondent,
Geo. Pike, now located in Connecticut,
day iast. Mrs. Stanton was a former has visited
his mother, Mrs. Anna Pike,
resident of this place, and at her death
EAST

BETHEL.

TIE OXFORD BKABS.

ESTABLISHED 1888.

NORWAY LAKE.
Little Donald Wood has been having a
He is a
severe attack of indigestion.
great deal better at present.
The Norway Lake Y. P. S. C. E. are
to give an entertainment at the school
Admission 10
house Tuesday evening.
cents.
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
with Mrs. Christine Stephens Feb. 26th.
Norway Lake Mothers' Club will meet
with Mrs. Winnie Hall March 5th.
Mrs. Ella Perry and little daughter
Elva visited at Mrs. F. E. Pottle's Wed-

neaday,

»%!EKS

going to

are
near

entertain their

liulffeWm H.Foglerof the Supreme
of Rumford Falls is callat u. horn, a
friends.
old
He nau
nrw-klind Tuesday morning.
ing
Mrs. Minerva Allen of Boston, who lias
been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. since Saturday oight "he"
a
Asa Atwood, returned to her home Sat- The Judge survived his wife
month. Mrs. Fogler's death having
urday.
curred the 17th of January.
future.

Co'A

Mary Bisbee
on

dfed

h°sV.^H,St

MOPfw

Fifty Feet Thry
Mod Be Got by Diver·.
The sponge le an animal and not a
vegetable, as some state. It breathes,
eats and, when In the water, Is filled
with mucus. The sponge In Its famil-

Beyond

îîrrctœ'r

y lr„ "mm

only

£ίίβ ΧJ3r»

à
Sn

appetite

Suffâgi™. «t the

ever now.

profit» made

of

Cocoa and Chocolate

CYRUS M

Walter Baker & 6·

often than not contains a lurking leopard. One day a worthy Kula housewile came out from her cooking and,
standing on the edge of rock, emptied
a pan of boiling water into the rank
herbage growing below. It fell splash
bn the back of a sleeping leopard, who

the home of his eon, Fred W. Wormell,
in Portland, Sunday, Feb. 16, after an
illnees of nearly a year.
Mr. Wormell was born in Peru, March
23,1836, and was the son of Cyrus and
His father was a
Caroline Wormell.
well-known citizen of Oxford County,
and served several terms as deputy
sheriff. Mr. Wormell was educated in
the common schools of Peru, and in the
Bethel high school. At the opening of

^

Grandmu'i Care For Dandraff.

"We often scoff at the ancient grandmother remedies," Bald a physician the
other day in conversation with a patient. "hilt our forefathers used to get

Water District being Orv
Baker of Augusta, Harvey D. Eaton of
Waterville, Hon. George G. Weeks ot a power of comfort from them neverFairfield.
The Kennebec
ate4irif theless, and cheaply too. Science lias
trict was chartered by chaPtel' 'progressed wonderfully, of course, ar.d
the private and special laws of the U„i
off on the whole
lature of 1899, and gives the company we are much better
thue formed the right to amdemn and now than wore our sires, but we forget
nurchase the plant of the Maine water a great many of the little things. Now,
Co. in Waterville, Fairfield, Benton and I notice that you are troubled with
the rebellion he was commissioned a Winslow.
dandruff, and I'll wager that you have
lieutenant in the Fifth Maine Regiment,
ppent many dollars on different alleged
and served until the following year. He
LIFE.
SAVED HER CHILD'S
cures, j!nd you are worse off now than
later settled in Bethel, where he has
little
"In three weeks our
bee

^

resided, becoming prominent

in
From 1887 to
1801 he was sheriff of Oxford County,
and he was a deputy sheriff for a long
time prior to that, and up to the time of
his death. He was also state detective
for a long time. As an officer he was
noted for coolness and courage, being
considered a good man to send after
criminals, with the reputation of generally getting his man.
Mr. Wormell's wife died some four
Besides his son, at whose
years ago.
home he died, he leaves a daughter,
Helen S., wife of W. F. Stone, the Portland druggist.
Mr. Wormell was a member of the
Masons, Odd Fellows and Kaights of
since

chubby

boy

Pneumonia almost to a
skeleton," writes Mrs. W. Watkins, of
"A terrible cough set
Pleasant City, O.
in, that, in spite of a good doctor's
treatment for several weeks, grew worse
wan

county and town affairs.

changed by

day. We then used Dr. King's
Discovery for Consumption, and
our darling was soon sound and well.
We are sure this grand medicine saved
his life. Millions know it's the only eure
cure for Coughs, Colds and all Lung
every
New

F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway, guarTrial
antee satisfaction.
50c, $1.00.
diseases.

bottles free.

Miss M. A. Clark, of Ellsworth, has a
curiosity which appeals particularly to
Pythias.
the feminine mind, in the shape of a
piece of the goods from which Queen
THREE CARS TIPPED OVER.
Alexandra's coronation robe has been
ACCIDENT
NEAR
RAILROAD
POLAND made- a bit of wine-colored silk velvet.
The authenticity of the bit of goods is
STATION THUK8DAY.
unquestioned. A larger piece of the
INJURED.
goods was sent from England to a friend
in America, who gave a piece of it to
A wreck on the Portland and Rumford
Miss Sylvia Davis, formerly of Ellsworth,
Falls Railway occurred Thursday about
who in turn sent a piece of her prize to
half a mile from Poland station.
Miss Clark.
Train No. 7 from Lewiston to Rumford Falls left Lewiston at the usual
A LEGACY OF THE GRIP
time, Thursday morning, having aboard
Is often a run-down system. WeakThe
the usual number of passengers.
ness, nervousness, lack of appetite, entrain was going along at its regular rate
ergy and ambition, with disordered liver
of speed, when the first three cars foland kidneys often follow an attack of
lowing the tender suddenly left the rails this wretched disease.
The greatest
The
and tipped over on their sides.
need then is Electric Bitters, the splenThe
stock
was
injured.
greatly
rolling
did tonic, blood purifier and regulator
cause of the wreck was due to the rails
of Stomach, Liver and Kidneys. Thouspreading after the engine and tender sands have proved that they wonderfully
had passed over them.
strengthen the nerves, build up the sysNo one was seriously injured.
tem, and restore to health and good
Traffic was delayed on the road for
If sufafter an attack of Grip.
Rpirits
several hours.
Perfect
fering, try them. Only 50c.
satisfaction guaranteed by F. A. ShurtCHAMPIONSHIP BALL GAMES.
leff <fe Co., South Par s; Noyes Drug
A championship base ball series to be Store, Norway.
played on Bates College grounds June β
and 7 has been arranged between WestBenjamin Dyer of Burnham committed
brook Seminary, Kent's Hill Seminary, euicide Monday afternoon by hanging
Bridgton Academy and Hebron Acad- himself in his barn. Ile was a farmer
The
Bates
emy.
College Athletic and lived on the Canaan road about one·
Association will present a banner.
half mile from the railroad station. He
had been in poor health for several years
SOMETHING THAT WILL DO YOU past and the despondency resulting from
liis condition probably led him to take
GOOD.
his own life. He was 65 years of age.
We know of no way in which we can
be of more service to our readers than
MILLIONS PUT TO WORK.
to tell them of something that will be of
The
wonderful activity of the new
real good to them. For this reason we
want to acquaint them with what we century is shown by an enormous deconsider one of the very best remedies mand for the world's best workers—Dr.
King's New Life Pills. For Constipaon the market for coughs, colds, and
that alarming complaint, croup.
We tion, Sick Headache, Biliousness, or any
refer to Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. trouble of Stomach, Liver or Kidneys
Only 25 cents at F.
We have used it with such good results I liey're unrivaled.
so
that it has become A. bhurtleff & Co., South Paris; Noyes
in our

family

long

Drug Store, Norway.

household necessity. By its prompt
use we haven't any doubt but that it has

a

BUCKLEN'SARNICA SALVE.

year, and you
dandruff any more."

annoyed

ι tores.

PENSION

MATTERS

toolset.

milk

milk cans,

10

cans,

cents.

15 cents.

pails,

pails,

20

cents.

25

cents.

IO

cents.

6 cents.

clippers,
dippers,

id?a of
About $300

<ome

Hobbs' Variety Store

j

NORWAY, MAINE.

When in town do not fail to call and
the New Goods.

see

daily and

I

are

arriving

give yon remarkable
department.

can

value in every

Goods,

assortment, of Dress

good

A

They

Silks, Waist ings, Laces, Skirts and
ueed for

everything* you

summer wear.

Respectfully,

MRS. L. B.ANDREWS,

MAXIM

BLOCK.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

....

E1MTEBN TELEPHONE lOil-ll.

STORES.

BLUE

Hats Just In!
Spring
Hats. Latest 1902
Stiff and
Sole

production.

Soft^

Agents

for

Boston Derby,
)
C. K. C. Special, j
and the famous
J·
Lamson &
|

Hats that

always give

Satisfaction.

J

Hubbard Make.

see
Buy your llat of us and you will wear the Correct Style. Call and
them. They are ready for you.
Remember we are selling bargains in our Mark Down Sale of Winter

Clothing and Underwear.

Noyes Company,

H.

F.

NORWAY.

2 STORES.

SOUTH PARIS.

Condition

Fairbanks' Celebrated

Dr.

That

fay

We Have Confidence to

For Horses and Cattle is the Best Sold

Anywhere.

Food

and

UIItK<'TIO.\N—(ilvt- till·, I'ow 1er In Itrati Muh or Wet Gr tin. T«> bring a Horse Into good
f h I morning un>l evening for eight or ten «lays, then every other <lny for
otic t < U-.~ ι
week. 1 or Acute l'I^wnliTH, two tuliie-pooiiful*. Sheep a ηΊ llo^e can lie given the %ame
ilosee a·1 above once In twenty-lour hours preferably at night. Give Cattle one ami a half table
jpoonful» as a iloee.
NOTE.—It Is not necessary thut I forfeit slionM be kept from work while till* f<xxl In btlng u»e«l.
Three full pound* of Fooil for .tOr. Money Iwrk If not ulliflrd.
■

η

The Teat of Greatneaa.

When EI list on went from London to
his own theater at Birmingham, he
was known to scarcely a member of
hiu own company. On reprimanding
one of them sharply the irate actor
threatened to kick him off the stage,
lie rushed to the stage manager and

asked who that man was.
"Mr. A—," said the manager.
"A great man, a very great man,"
said Klliston. "He threatened to kick
me, the lessee of Drury Lane. Such a
man as that must go to London. He
mustn't waste his energies here." And
lie engaged the actor on the spot for

Drury Lane.

Prepared

and sold

only by

South Paris, Maine.

Next Door to Post Office.

The coming

wash goods

GOODS.

WASH

NEW

season

be used

are to

and Pharmacist,

Druggist

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

Muslins, Ginghams and all thin
mon·

than

ever

before,

Too Much Fiction.

"I say, is this the novel you advised
me to read?" said the cabman to the
librarian.
"Yes." replied the librarian; "that's
the one."
"Well." said the cabman, "you can
Just take It back. There's nine people
In the Orst four chapters who hired
cabs, and each one of 'em when he got
out 'flung his purse to the driver.' Now,
when I want that sort of literature, I'll
go to Jules Verne and get It pure."
The Water

Pnmp.

The most ancient description we have
of a water pump is by Hero of Alexandre. There is no authentic account of
the general use of the pump in Germany previous to the beginning of the
sixteenth century. At about that time
the endless chain and bucket works
for raising water from mines began to
be replaced by pumps.
If Veal

Maaqneradea aa Turtle.
don't ye ate yer din-

Cassldy—Why

ner?

Casey—Shure this Is Frolday, an'
O'lm wonderln'.
Cassldj—What are ye wonderln'?
Casey—Is turtle soup flsh whin It's
made out of veal?—Philadelphia Press
Hla Great Lore.

fine and plain where others are plain,
but take care that your clothes are well
made and fit you, for otherwise they
will give you a very awkward air.—

Among the recent lists of pension
1 ihanges appear the names of A. Whales,
John P. Libby, Lord Cbestertield.
] )enmark, $10, and
jocke's Mills, $12.

BANKRUPTCY.
I
Tow IImm
Petitions In bankruptcy have been
Allen'· Foot-Eaae. It rest· the feet. Cures Corns,·
and
Sweat-1
Bunion·, Ingrowing Kails, Swollen
\ lied by Andrew T. Ruff of Rumford
At all druggists aad shoe stores, Ke.)
jad William Robertson of Mexico.
Shake late

1

more

NEW GOODS!

cou<lltlou,

1

Tklt will Iattnit Vothm.
Mother U ray's Sweet Powder· for Children
Cure Feverlahnest, Bad Stomach, Teething
Disorder·, Break up Cold·, move and regulate
the Bowel· and Destroy Worm·. They never fbil.
Over 90,000 testimonial·. At all drnggbti, 26c.
Sample mailed FREE. Addrea· Allen 8. 01 η·
•ted, Le Boy, Ν. T.

but

cheap

This Food, in addition to producing a sleek coat, is an excellent tonic
appetizer, and will be found invaluable for Worms, Bots, Distemper,
Coughs and Colds, Inflammation of the Lungs, Heaves, Thick and Broken
Wind, Stoppage and Inflammation of the Bowels, Stoppage of Water and
all Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Highly recommended in Epizootic
Hejieat
wash the head thoroughly.
and the distressing and fatal Pink Eye, and as a general tonic for Cattle,
this at intervale of three months for a
with
Sheep and Hogs, also for Hog Cholera.
won't be
Let me give
when you commenced.
you a 'grandmother' prescription that
Go to a drug store and
never fails.
buy 5 cents' worth of salts of tartar.
Dissolve half of it in warm water and

again prevented croup. The
"But I am not worth a million In tn.v
The best and most famous compound
testimony is given upon our own exin the world to conquer aches and kill own right!" faltered she sadly, for she
we
and
that
our
readperience,
suggest
Cures Cuts, heals Burns, and had read that manly men abhor the
ers, especially those who have small pains.
masters
thought of marrying rich women.
children, always keep it in their homes Bruises, subdues inflammation,
Millions of Boxes sold yearly.
Piles,
as a safeguard against croup.—Camden
"I love you for all that," he cried
Ulcers, Felons, generously.—Town Topics.
(S. C.) Messenger. For sale by Shurt- 1 (Vorks wonder* inItBoils,
25
no
or
cures
pay.
leff A Co., E. P. Parlin, South Paris; Skin Eruptions.
& Co.'e.. South
Utile.ι For Oreaa.
Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, sente at F. A. Shurtleff
drug
Store,
Norway,
Paris; Noyes Drug
Norway.
Dress yourself fine where others ar<
time and

jmited

Established 1780
DORCHESTER, MASS.

fh

.^ere's^rao^ds^now^tfe^Cw»^

at

SON,

#P

This will give you
•he prices in this lot.
wor'h now on sale.

Has received the highest Indorse·
ments from the medical practitioner,
the nurse, and the Intelligent house·
ft
keeper and caterer Λ Λ

declfj'on{

SuIt^rtHon' William T. Haines of Watetj

WORMELL

WALKER &

•ίΟΓΤΗ

2

qt
qt.
10 qt.
12 qt.
ι qt.
2 qt

"KNOWN THE WORLD OVER"

S

Cyrus M. Wormell of Bethel died

lirin^

supply promptly.

a

Not quire so
durable.

Kula is a district in the Himalayas
consisting of a chain of the most lovely
valleys couceivable, with this drawback, among others, that each hill path
that runs by the Inhabitants' huts more

Stt.

WK A It Κ NKVKK ΟΙ T.
to us will

telephone

Made
Tinware

Aatonlabed Woman and a Still
More Aatonlabed Animal.

E.iuo.'-.tShledwhe;■£«·-£

or

Maine.

A PAN AND A LEOPARD.

ger and swifter as the pan bounded aftWhen last
er it from rock to rock.
seen, that leopard had just achieved a
leap of about 350 feet to the very bottom of the ravine, thousands of feet
below, and the pan whirled about 500
feet over it on to the opposite side.
The leopard would have eaten the old
woman with pleasure, but a pan, the
contents of which first scalded half the

DO YOU WANT IT?

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, lirick,
Sand, Ac.

flourishes.

rock, and the kopard took one leap
down hill. The pan followed, and the
leopard's downward leaps became lon-

postal

Λ

A. W.

large percentage of the Mediterranean
sponges come from the island of Hydra.
Some, however, come from off
A few sponges
the coast of Tripoli.
come from the faroff land of MadagasThere are two months In each
car.
year when sponge fishing is practically
abandoned. This Is In August and
September, the hurricane months. During the other ten months the Industry

jsvaarrf* .«^'"Λ

c^e

I

WV^/»|_·

you

^Jr^^tfeU

To

TUESDAY of each week commencing Kelt, l-ili.
Permanent u<l<lr·.«κ. S6 .lame* St., Auburn.

fishers nee a glass by whicb
sponges can be seen growing on the
bottom. «The Instrument Is in the nature of a pall with a glass bottom, attached to the bow of the boat. It is
submerged, so ns to steady the vision,
which otherwise would be contorted
by the waves. The water where
sponges grow is very clear, and bottom
can be seen at a great depth.
The home of the sponge fishing Industry Is In Greece and centuries old. A

Jumped perpendicularly Into the air as
high as the roof of the hut.
What might have happened next who
Rut the astonished woman
can say?
dropped the pan with a clang on the

GUITAR

ANDREWS HOl'SK, South P*iU.

at

Walter Baker&G'

AND

MANDOLIN

BANJO,

Sponge

la

teaching on the

will resume

I PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

diving.

on their hair, hide, feet, hone», hop», etc.
Mr. Nathan Morse is very sick and
One of Maine's most enthusiastic auinay not live long.
Mr. Webb is at work in the woods for tomohilists is
Hartley C. Baxter of
the Paris Manufacturing Co.
Brunswick, who has just
fourth machine. He was the first man
Wit SON'S MILLS
Brunswick
to navigate one through
his
hand
sebide off him and then bounded, clangLittlehale
cut
Laurence
Btreets and it is on
was
to
A
doctor
called
verely recently.
either-that a horse on Main Street fen ing in his wake, from the top of the
dress it.
in a fit at the sight of it. In th®bl"
Himalayas to the plains below was
Ν. K. Bennett has gone to Bethel for
something he could not face.
medical treatment.
R. A. Storey came hotae from Portland
Dlvldlnnr a Long Sermon.
Wednesday. Mrs. Storey stays another Last week, Mr. and Mrs. Baxti
Dr. Samuel Iiuell of the last half of
week to visit friends and relatives.
their son left for Savannah, Ga., where
used to
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bean were out call- tliev will spend several weeks.
Mr. the eighteenth century, who
like Isaac
ing on neighbors Saturday.
Baxter has shipped his big automobile preach two or three hours,
February has been a fine month so far to that city and will enjoy automobiling Barrows, was ingenious in detaining
with us, and the roads good for the seathe southern »,ate» for -even,week* his congregation. On one occasion, aftson.
Later they will go to New York and er preaching nearly two hours—as long
make the run from that city
as he could feel secure in the presence
WFST SUMNER
D. C.
of all his hearers—he remarked that
Circles by both the Baptist and Uni- ington,
It is rumored that the full bench »f he was done preaching to sinners and
versalis societies are held weekly on
the Supreme Court is practically ready that they were at liberty to go. The
Thursdays at the vestry.
Lincoln Davenport is reported to be to hand down its decision in the equity rest of his discourse would be addresscase involving the municipal ownership
very low in health.
ed to good people.
water work, in WatemUe and
Warrants for the town meeting are
A gentleman who once went to hear
posted, and on account of the town Fairfield, and this rumor, which seems him stated that when the hourglass
come from a well-informed «ouree,
house having been burned the town
was nearly ready to be turned a secmeeting will be held at the vestry at plainly says that the
of ond time from the commencement of
ί-ourt will be unanimous in favor oi
West Sumner.
his sermon lie said, much to the relief
Elbridge Mure h is here for a few days, municipal ownership.
lie is at work at Rumford Falls carpen- proves correct the decision will be nice > of the person who related it, "Once
to have great weight in the action
more." After going on some eight or
tering.
The storm of last week made the future legislation on questions
ten minutes longer he said, "To conwli
roads temporarily impassable.
municipal ownership. This
clude." and after another about equal
Mrs. C. E. Dunham is visiting at North is a notable one, was :argued before he
interval lie raid. "Lastly."
Paris for a short time. Ile is boarding full bench sitting in law at Portland
The gentleman added that he expectat G. H. Packard's.
year ago last July, the case going up on
ed every moment to hear him say "EvHerbert Heath has been quite sick
erlastingly."
with an abscess in his throat.
Water Co

^ht hiJ

Γ

iar etHte is onfy a carcass. Sponges
are known to grow at a depth of 200
feet and live even deeper, doubtless.
At the depth of fifty feet they can be
forked by an expert Usher, but at a
greater depfh they must be got by
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How the ««men «(Yarmoutl.UuShe-l
G. G. Dow of New Gloucester visited
his brother, Β. K. Dow, lately.
Simon Dow has gone to Vermont to
buy hides and fur and will be gone
about a month.
Frank Kimball went to Hartford Feb.
19.
in their faces.
Prof. W. W. Andrews of Portland and «et the dust blown
visited his parents and brother a few
The ice harvest on the Kennebec for
days last week.
the season of 1002 is practically at an
Mrs. Carl Dunham gave birth to a boy end, but the amount harvested winot up
10
1-2
Feb.
pounds.
19, weight
baby
Rev. D. B. Dow of the Bangor District
u
of the M. E. church, will deliver the ad346,000 ton». The eeaaon ha· heen
dress for Wm. K. Kimball Post, G. A. R.,
very short. But little snow had to be
on Memorial Day.
removed from the ice, but the fresliet
Byron Moore, of Prospect Harbor, with spoiled the fields.
his
his friend, Chester Lane, made
Another Belgian hare has been eaten.
cousin, Mrs. Ε. E. Field, a pleasant call,
The BuUty man h Editor Shore, «
Feb. 20.
the
F. E. Gowell and Ross Nevers will Bridcton, and there is no doubt that
killing of one of his beloved andbeaueach build hen houses this spring.
tlful nets hurt him more than it dul the
Thecs also a rumor that one was
ha
Mrs. Gladys Ross has a fine boy baby
tan Anburn church .«PP«r the
boru Saturday, the 15th. The mother
other nicht. This makes at least two
was very sick last week.
which have been sacrificed on the aha
Mrs. Carl Dunham presented her hus» nee thelittle llel
of human
band with a fine baby boy, 10 1-2 pounds,
last week, and Carl's smile is wider than
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THREE OOLD MEDALS

Satan puts another gridiron on thr
Are when he sees a man buying beer
with the money his wife earned at the
washtub. -Chicago News.

Why not inake up your muslin and gingham dresses
ready to enjoy the warm weather when it comes?
larger stock than ever to select from.

and be
in

a

GINGHAMS, the best wash goods for
plain, plaids and strip s, all colors, prices

We

are

in fancv

DIMITIES,

in

pl.un colors,

12 1-2

now,

putting

but pretty waist, in

ίο, 12 1-2 cents.

printed designs, woven fancy stripes,
colors, prices 12 1-2, 15 cents.

MUSLINS,

other patterns, all

cheap

a

8,

and waists

a

d many

NOrWftJT,

MO.

cents.

Also WASH SILKS AND MERCERIZED GINGHAMS.

Smiley,

Thomas
Eaatei

u

Telephone Connection.

Men's Rubber Boots
$2 75 and $3.00.
Notwithstanding

the fact that the wholesale

Rubbers has advanced,
for $2 75 and

goods.
buy

a

pair

More kinds,

County,

and

one

on

shall continue to sell them

00, the same old

If you need

here.

in the

$3

we

price

price,

but all

new

you cannot do better than to

more

of the

stock than any two stores

largest

in the State,

can

be found at

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

ΕΛ8ΤΕΙΙΝ TELEPHONE 112-3.

MAINE.
F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

ïhc

(Oïfotd

Democrat

Dancing school
evening, Feb. 28.

at

New Hall

Mr. ami Mrs. HUton
few «lays in Portland.

SOUTH PARIS.

are

Friday

spending

λ

mystery. Who
guide?

per and

ia this

hunter, trap-

H. P. Dennison of West Bethel was at
South Paiis over Sunday.

a

NORWAY.

PARIS GRANGE CELEBRATES,

Grange observed Washington's
birthday Saturday afternoon, Feb. 22.
Parle
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town report
SUPERINTENDENT Oc SCHOOLS.
running the Andrews House stable Pythian Sisterhood Monday evening,
1902, has he»
UISCOE DISTRICT.
As the question of who is best qualified for the exer<
f"i Mr. Fog»;.
Feb. 24. at K. P. Hall for the purpose of
Miss Retha Glover, the evangelist, who for the position of superintendent of
busiand
other
on
candidates,
of
balloting
and kindly ι
What forest trees are suggestive
las been holding meetings in the Biscoe schools in Paris is being discussed, I
the assemsame we gath·
nation'.'" asks a friend of the Detno- ness which may come before
..
six
the
for
District aud vicinity
past
wish to say a few words in regard to statistics:
And in response to the editor's bly.
has closed her labors here for Alton C. Wheeler, one of the candidates.
weeks,
of
"Ashes,
he
ι. ve
Valuation of real
it up,"
says,
The soliciting committee for the Rehe present. Great interest was taken
Mr. Wheeler is the son of P. E. Valuation of perf
I'Mirse."
bekah supper Fridav evening take this η these meetings with several new con- Wheeler of South Paris, and is 24 years
all the members of the certs and a good religious interest. At old.
Total pro peri
He graduated from South Paris
l'If temperance meeting which was to means of asking
Polls S90, t;
been held at the Methodist church l.nlge who have not been solicited per- | he last meeting on Friday, Feb. 14tli, a high school in 1894, and from Bates Colthe | lew
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society was formed called the Mis- lege in 18119. While at the latter school property rate S
! don Christian Endeavor Society with 25
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λ
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date not yet tixed.
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TO MR. AND MRS A, J. BERRY.
\
There is one copy of "Susan s
k*
$400 now outstanding.
saving
(The enclosed poem wt* written «ml road by Mr. and Mrs. Elias Β. Chandler. In 1882
The service pipe which supplies Norκ> ..rt.·' one of "Neither Scrip nor
The assessors recommend appropria- Hrs.
W. H. Kastman at the we«l ling reception
Mr. Gilbert who survives
way water to Pythian Block having t ious amounting to $"2,">85.00 for the next ►fMr. nnd Mr*. A. J. Kerry, reported In our die married
Monev," and two of "One Good Turn.
was a long
She was a member of the Congrelier.
was Inadwhich
of
mention
addione
last
week,
ttlunme
recommend
also
Each of them has his autograph on the frozen up last week, there
^ ear.
They
vertently overlooked by the reporter )
gational church in this village. The
job getting at it where the main is tap- ional light on Hill Street.
title page.
[uneral services were held at her late
fifteen or twenty feet from the sidethe bluebird, the Owalssa,
Frank
A.
of
Shurtleff,
"Sang
ped,
The
report
on Thursday evening, Feb. 27, the walk it front of Odd Fellows' Block.
residence, attended by Rev. B. S. Ride'Happy are you, Hiawatha,
*
is
as follows:
^
reasurer,
Having ouch a wife to love you
Congregational Social Circle will he en- The ground is frozen almost as hard as
jut, assisted by Rev. B. F. Fickett. The
1>K.
the
the
robin,
Opecher,
Sang
tot.unol by the young mis.se» in the a rock, and a man
:hurch choir was in attendance. The
are you, Minnehaha,
put in over a day's f :ec''l cash, balance last report
<3 05
·
'Happy
"
[lowers were as follows:
21 23
Sun,lay School classes of Mrs Gertrude work, not to mentiou the valuable advice A. H. Jackson, roll., 1899 tax
Having such a noble husband.'
"
"
·'
62 63
Greene and Miss Mertie Walker. They and
abatements, 1899...
Gates Ajar with 'love, L. I. Gilbert.
encouragement furnished by the
"
"
"
"
An the bluebird and the robin
1 1*
Interest. 1899
niav not do all of the cooking, but they sidewalk committee, before the main
Pillow, Mrs. W. K. Koss.
"
In glad emulation vied
529 23
1900 tax
Pinks anil hyacinths, Mr. ami Mrs. A. L.
w
ill
it
and
to
do
else,
intend
·'
·'
'·
everything
"
With each other, sweetly greeting
10 69
Then the service pipe did
was reached.
Interest, 1900,
Ward
well, Turner Centre.
"
Hiawatha and hie bride,
1 903 24
be tirst-class. The small people in Mrs. not
11*01 tax
Mr. anil Mr·. W. J. Jones.
and it was necessary to tunPinks,
appear,
··
··
" "
21
Interest, 1901
Annie Swett's class will assist in the nel underneath nearly ten feet before it
Perns, Mr. anil Mr·. G. W. Holmes.
So we como with merry greeting,
Basket of flowers, Mr. ami Mr·. II. II. Gildunbounded
literary program to follow the supper. was found.
joy;
Wishing you
len.
•2.597 42 I
To express congratulation·
Admission Γ> cents for supper and enterCallas, Mrs. .Tcsec Edwards.
Our best efforts we'll employ.
ca.
Friday was a gala night with Hamlin
I'lnks and smllaz. Mr. ami Mrs. II ,1. Rang*.
taininent. All are cordially invited.
side
defeated
the
63
when
62
Pinks, Young Men's Union, Congregational
·
( 'al<t abat· nienta, 1899 tax
Lodge. K. of 1'.,
Ah! the day you came among us
940 54
The perpetrator of an old trick is in the recent contest furnished a supper
jh'trch.
Use of hyilrants,
Was to us a happv day.
746 85
Basket of flowers, Mrs. Μ. Β. Cutler, LewisKlectrlc lights
busilv engageai of late in picking up dol- to the winning side. The contest was to
A nd we hope so well you'll like u·
165 Γ9
ton.
Miscellaneous
That you'll always want to stay.
lars and suckers in New Hampshire and
the
of
Masonic, order.
15
222
bulge,
Wreath,
the
membership
enlarge
Ftre Oepartment
it is said may come into Maine shortly. and F. A.
85 00
Pinks, Mr·. Maggie Llbby, Ilowaril Young.
Parks
and L. L. Powers were
Taylor
When your household fires you lighted
Geo Locke, Mr·. A. K. Andrews
Mrs.
26
K7
Pinks,
of
old
the
is
Interest
The fraud
gaine
working
on the dear old hearthstone there,
300 00
captains of the winning siile, while KosPink·, I.ella M. Watson.
» tn corporation <lebt,
Sacred made by tender memories,
pretending to be an electrician and by coe <»ray and James K. Kenney were Care
12 00
Roses, Dr. and Mrs. Β. K. Bradbury.
of clock
Passing sweet, beyond compare,
gaining admission to a house, by alleg- captains of the losinjj side. The families
A. M. Rollins entertained the whist
in" that there are some wires to repair, of the
You within our hearts relighted
A tirstwere invited.
•2,567 43
Knights
club last week.
lires which brighter glow,
Friendship
he*has an opportunity to appropriate to class supper, one of the best of the sea99
29
Cash balance
Alice Frost and May Thibodeau have
Truer, steadier, and more constant
his owu use any articles that he may see son. was
Than your anthracite, I trow.
served, aud afterward quite a
returned to their studies at Bates.
that he fancies. It may be a good plan,
42
•2,597
long programme of music aud readings
Marguerite Finney, June Leavitt,
Itonnle bride and sturdy husband,
in case an alleged electrician desires to
Jordan, Lotta
Bertha Mann, Grace
The annual corporation meeting will
Take an ancient dame's advice—
by local talent was given. It was a very
enter your house, to ask hiiu to show his
be
not
I'll
with
atTair.
me.
4.
lengthy,
March
(Hear
Richardson and Mertie French furnish
I >e held Tuesday evening,
very pleasant
Twill be over In a trice) ;
badge, which he should be prepared to
church inthe
Universalist
for
at
the music
The warraut
corporation meeting
do. Of course this doesn't apply to Joe
The date of the concert by the Norstead of a choir.
lontains only two articles relating to
As the noble Hiawatha
kuows
Joe.
is
because
Concert
Band
Tarr,
everybody
with fifty
Itent the saplings In the way
way and South Paris
The operetta "Pauline"
mything outside of routine business.
Mlnnehshn was to fol'ow
The People's Popular Course at the fixed for Thursday evening, March 6th, ; These two articles are:
voices will be the next in order. Sever(in their joyous wedding, day,
has
been
band
last
The
doing
was
Hall.
concluded
at New
Methodist church
al rehearsals have been had.
To see If the corporation will vote to locate any
Kver seek to smooth the pathway
Wednesday evening when a musical and good work at rehearsals, and individual 1 k<IUUlonal
The Republican Town Committee
stieel Unlit#·
in
shows
itself
tltt'e
wife;
was
There
was
Of
trusting
home
concert
already
your
literarv
given.
practice
have called a caucus to be held at the
In your strong arms liear her over
To sec If thr corporation will vote to appoint
new meltune.
The
and
tone
a full house and the occasion was greatly
improved
to luvesiltrat" the eleetrlc ll|iht
AH the troubles of this life.
Opera House Saturday, March 1st, at.'!
old mv committee
for the ex-1
enjoyed. The programme consisted of liphones, which replace the miserable the
un I wat-r situation, ami raise money
o'clock p. m., to nominate officers to be
like Minnehaha,
sweet
bride,
such
And.
Investigation.
of
>ense
twelve numbers, and each part was well alto horns formerly used, give to
(
supported at the annual meeting, to
Follow him where he may lead;
rendered. The soloist was Mrs. Lufkin band that French horn quality so much
choose a Republican town committee
him over, "rule by patience,"
Trust
A ROAD COMMISSIONER.
of Lewiston. This was lier first appear- needed in the harmony instruments.
Tie a sceptre kind Indeed.
and to transact other business that may
Mr. John A. Spencer, baritone of the
ance before a South Paris audience, but
bo presented.
COM l'A It κ
Now, good night, yet ere we say It,
IT PAT TO KLKCT OMK?
she was well received anil made a very Lewiston Brigade Band, is engaged for DOES
We one lov for you Implore—
Dr. Tenney, oculist, will be at the Elm
THK FIOIBE8.
Mrs. Lufkin has this concert, ami for vocalists the band
Mav God bless you. richly bless you,
favorable impression.
Norway, Thursday and Friday
House,
and
evermore.
Bless
now,
Frank
<i.
you
Monroe, tenor,
has secured
a tine and full contralto voice, and renof this week. Sec his ad elsewhere.
Male
ProParisian
the
Democrat:
effect.
and
Quartette.
Editor
de led her parts with excellent
Ε. E. Andrews will be at home front
The town of Paris, in the years 1898 HELEN KELLER'S FIRST EARNINGS the West
She was repeatedly encored, and was gram and posters will appear later.
Friday with another car load
commissioner
a road
elected
connection
ο
in
tod
a
Miss
Hodadon
is
1S99,
There
pretty story
greatly enjoyed.
of horses.
event of the present week will ind he
The
and
roads
on
bridges,
Helen
which
imof
articles
and
«ω
reader
series
with the
expended
Hebron Academy
What promises to be the social event
be the appearance of the
She gave three elections without question
including his own salary,
Keller, the wonderful blind girl, has of the season occurs next Thursday evenpersonator.
Minstrels, which will
·3,122 89 written for the Ladies' Home Journal,
Miss Ladies' Magnolia
In ISMS
and was called back each time.
ing in the Norway Opera House, whet
2.655 33
boards at New Hall Tuesday In 1899
Hodsdon is a lady of tine personal pres- hold the
telling about her own life from infancy the Uniform Rank, K. of I'., will hold
Twenty-live
evenings.
ami Wednesday
ence and bearing, easy and graceful in
>5,779 22 to the present day. She always has their annual ball which has been sucli
ToUl
coons from Coon tow η and tifteen
from the publicity which follows a
her movements, with a voice under per- fuuuy
In the past two years, with the select- shrunk
popular success in the past. Specia
fresh from the cotton
litt'e
pickaninnies
Hucceseful literary work, and it was effort has been made to make this tin
fect control. She gave great
in making things lively. men as road commissioners, it has cost
will
fields
join
was
she
that
per- most
with great difficulty
The local talent employed was tirst-class
The the town,
pleasant of all previous occasion.'
the Magnolia Orchestra.
the task of preparing
and all did themselves honor.
Special Music by
and a specialty has been made of tin
#3.470 90 suaded to take up
In 1900
was originally advertised for Tuesshow
She
however,
K5
who
had,
her
credit is due Mrs. Wilson,
3,703
autobiography.
arranged
In 1:41
so
decorations, which will be composed al
day evening only, but the sale was
set her heart on owning an island in Hali- most entirely of colored electric lights
and superintended the whole atfair.
on
it
to
75
decided
was
it
#7.174
put
Total
good that
fax harbor for a summer home, and in a over 400 of which will be used. Ticket!
Seats went Balance in favor of town under comSerjjt. S. S. Maxim of this place, who again Wednesday evening.
spirit of fun the editor of the Journal to the floor $1.00. Balcony 25 and 3.'
is company inspector of rifle practice in on sale at Parlin's drug store Thursday missioner, $1,395.53.
worth
it
Isn't
offered to buy it for her, or to provide cents.
Co. D. N. G. S. M., has attracted consid- morning. Before noon two-thirds of the saving?
the means to buy it. When the work of
Charles R. Smith of Portland visiter
erable attention with his sub-calibre house hail been sold, and before Friday
B.
writing appeared especially irksome Miss hie father, Mr. James Smith, this week
was full, the receipts
board
the
to
bepractice device, and there is a
night
Keller was reminded of her'desire
ity that it may be adopted by the footing up some Ϋ70. Seats for Wednescome a land-holder, and it spurred her
FOR SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT.
FOR STOMACH TROUBLES.
National Guard of the state. The device day evening weut on sale Saturday mornJust before Christmas she completon.
Democrat :
I have taken a great many difTeren
consists of a section of 22-calibie ritle ing, and a large number have already Editor
marvelous
her
of
first chapter
It was with sincere regret that I learn- ed the
medicines for stomach trouble and con
barrel, about four inches long, turned gone.
and on Christmas morning she
ο
ed that our efficient superintendent of story;
down so as to be iuserted like a cartridge
stipation," says Mrs. S. Geiger aj
for
check
a
her
from
received
publishers
The South Paris brauch of the Port- schools, who has so successfully and acDunkerton, Iowa, "but never had
in the breech of a regular Springfield
be
Her
sum.
round
may
delight
a
not
that position, could
good
results from any as from Chamber
The purpose of the land creamery will start in operation ceptably filled
ritle of 4Γ. calibre.
for this was the first money of good
work of preparation is allow his name to be used for reappoint- imagined,
Stomach and Liver tablets." Fo;
device is to afford an opportunity lot March 1st. The
had
ever earned. Iain's
ehe
which
account
I
inevitable
any
boiler which ment. But a change being
sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Pari in
regular ritle practice in the winter, witn uearly finished. The new
come true," she said.
tale
a
is
"It
is
a
candidate
fairy
that
know
Stevens, Oxford; Noyei
The 22-calibre car- has been put in is rated at thirty-live am pleased to
the regular ritle.
she will really carry out her South Paris;
The engine and shafting secured, Clayton K. Brooks, Esq., who Whether
tridges used cost very little, and are of horse power.
the island remains to be Drug Store, Norway.
to
buy
essential
the
found
him
plan
with
were
qualifiwill bring
which were in the building
so little penetrating power that they aw
aud are in use just as cations for that office, who ia well post- seen.
Two attempts have been made to bun
perfectly safe for armory use, and at to be all right,
have
The
put
ed in advanced ideas of school culture
proprietors
thev stood.
the same time the weight,
a double tenement house owned b;
hang
FARMERS' INSTITUTES
600 gallons and the honor of the position will not
of
tanks
tht
receiving
& Son at Lisbon Fall
cream
if
in
pull of the ritle are the same as
A farmers' institute will be held at Joseph Philbrook
of his
temporiug tanks of the suffer in his hands. Jn the event which
and at South during the past month, and Ineuranc
on Mrrch
regular cartridge were used, and tht capacity, aud
β,
Norway
continued
efficiency
election the
a Pasteurizer, a separator,
Professor J. Commissioner (Jarr has now taken tli
the next day.
practice is thus nearly a* good as tha same size,
make 900 pounds has characterized the work in the past Waterford
is making a search
afforded by 200-yard shifting on th > and a churn which.will
F. Hill, director of the Vermont Experi- matter in hand and
confiI
feel
further
entire
and
The
assured,
will be
The flames have beei
range.
ment station, will speak on Dairying: ing examination.
Any old rusty barrel is just a. of butter at one churning.
him
who
is
all
or
give
new,
may
that
the separator,
dent
any
times without seriou
good for this practice a» a good ne* equipment, except
John W. Clark of North Hadley, Mass., extinguished both
all sheathed over new their suffrage at the coming election will
one.
The device has been used by Co and with the room
on Orcharding ; Dana W. Morse of Ran- damage.
for
and
occasion
a
no
is
regret.
it
span,
have
spick
Din their armory for tiring over * > and*painted white,
dolph, Vt, on Hay Production.
S. Stowe.
Mr. M. K. Berry, who
When you lack energy, do not relisl
rounds at a distance of about Ao feet attractive place.
These institutes are in no sense conof
work
the
preparathe your food, feel dull and stupid, afte
bears
state
The
and its work is accurate enough so tha t has superintended
to
the
fined
grange.
A CARD.
need is a dose of Cham
shots k tion, says it is the pleaeantest creamery
at a recent test, in a round
ana they are open to all classes eating, all you
Leonard
and Liver Tableti
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree expense,
> room he has ever seen.
who
are interested in the sub- berlain's Stomach
score of 47 out of a possible 50
of
bottle
50-cent
people
on a
who came last week from Hyde "»rk· to refund the money
of They will make you feel like a new ma
The
with it.
price
treated.
high
Myron W. Maxim, who
it
present
if
Tar
of
jects
here. The of Greene's Warranted Syrup
an appetite like a beat
brother of Sergt. Maxim has a simi a r Mass., will be superintendent
We orchard and dairy products should lead and give you
from sev- fails to cure your cough or cold.
A. Shurtleff & Co., Ε. I
creamery is sure of the cream
device for tiring 22-cartridgesin
farmer to seek all possible knowl- For sale by F.
to
every
bottle
from
25-cent
a
prove
South Paris; Stevens, Oxford
; also guarantee
eral of the routes in the vicinity
ver of larger calibre, which heos exhib
Wll· edge how to produce the most and the : Parlin,
with a fair proapect of increas- satisfactory or money refunded.
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
J. A. Robxbts.
beet.
iting at the sportsmen β show in Bosto the start,
A Kimball; Ernest P. Parlin.
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this week.
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cents per year.
All letters of inquiry
of Kills who need the
the Home, should be
secretary. Mrs. M. J.

and into..
and help υ
addressed to the teretoui.,
Gammans, No. <» published

care
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ford Democrat, η ι.v.
Paris, tn buld County, ι..
I'robatc Court to Fie held
third Tuesday of Mar., Λ. 1). l'«r-,
-lock in the forenoon, and be heard

Church Street, Belfast, Maine.

LITERARY NOTES.
The Constitution of the United States
of America has put a new meaning into
The high ideals
the word citizenship.
of the fathers of our country have laid
the foundations of good citizenship in
such a way that the industrious, highminded, ambitious men and women of
all nations have Hocked to our shores.
The present prominence of our nation
the world and its
among the nations of
have
new fields of usefulness and power
ingiven to American citizenship a fresh
toward true living and great

they

non.

ΙΙΚΝΚΙΕΤΓΛ Β. THOMPSON, late of Dlxlleld, deceased. Klnal account presented for
allowance by John N. Thompson, executor.
JOSEPHINE II. NEWMAN, lute of DlxlleM,
Klnal account presented for allowdccea-e I.
ance by John S. Harlow, executor.

ARTHUR Κ. NEWMAN ET A I,S, wards, of
Dlxlleld. Petition for llcensc to sell ami con
II. I<uc e,
vey real estate presented by Henry

guardian.

of our Chief Executive in his address, "The New Citizen," printed in The Youth's Companare
published in the' Wash-

littingly
ington's Birthday Number.
ion,

\

George

highest ideals
[ citizenship.
the

of

by

who

Overcoats, U'sters,

self-constituted, misguided pilot
$S.co Ulsters
denounces the prohibitory law as a

$6.75, $7*75'

&

HIS

Spring

Take

advantage

grow rich at

the winter of 181)8 I was so
lame in my joints, in fact all over my
body, that I could hardly hobble around,
when I bought a bottle of Chamberlain'η
I
Pain Balm. From the first application
was cured and
began to get well, and
have worked steadily all the year.—R.
Wheeler, Northwood, Ν. Y. For sak
Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin, Soutli

are rare

is to make

Stock.
our

bargains.

//&/>

nol
the 15th. It is supposed that he did
understand the gas fixture and so acci
dentally left it open.

Expert

Practical

Remedy for a number of years and hav<
is the best
no hesitancy in saying that it
croup
remedy for coughs, colds and have
n< »
have ever used in my family. I

We

Also

$2.59.

room

for

South Paris, We,

Watchmaker and

Cougl SOUTH PARIS,

Optician.

MAINE

I

For Sale.

board, 2 chamber sets, 2 stove», 2 eae;
1 extension table,
words to express my confidence in thii I chaire, 1 lounge and couch,
Star 1 marble top table, carpets, and other furnltur
remedy.—Mrs. J. A. Moore, North Ε.
Ρ too numerous to menUon.
Mich. For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
EMMA H. SWAN,
Parlin, South Paris; Stevene, Oxford ;
Norway, Maine.
Store, Norway.
1 Hide

J9

Bears the

«

//*%

arc

showing

a

full

new

line of

Hamburg

anil Laces at

very reasonable j rices. Entirely New Patterns and Styles.

Samuel Richards,

Portland
Capt. Charles II. Clioato of
asphyxiated by gas Saturday night

was

NORWAY, MAINE.

STREET,

LACES.
special good

values in

SHEETINGS AND PILLOW TUBING, READYMADE SHEETS AND PILLOW SLIPS.
1000 yarde 40 in. Sheeting in short lengths
at 6 cents per yard.

of it and you will
expense, as these

Sq.,

FAVOR,

N.

For Infants and Children.

prices.

HAMBURG

$9·25·

CLOTHIER à FURNISHER,

31 Market

Store,

odil lots of trunks at very low

Th· Kind You Have Always Bougbt

J. F. Plummer,

Noyce Drug

some

91 M VIN

Reefers at $2.00.

This sale
our

"During

Noyea Drug

Bears the

Harness

JAMES

$6.00.
at $2.98.

Duck Coats, Wool lined, at

Friends of prohibition, **hall we not
take to heart our responsibilities, gird
to the
ourselves for the fray and rise
hitrh standard of our possibilities?
S. Stowκ-

"I have used Chamberlain's

I shall close c»nt

at

Reefers

$3.75
$2.75

professional

by
Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
Store, Norway.

show

and have them marked and delivered Free.

Wool Lined Coats, and
Heavy Weight Suits.

a

GOT RID OF
RHEUMATISM.

to

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
South Paris, Me.

CASTORIA

Reefers,

...

Ι MR. WHEELER

«•oocls.

OF

Bishops.

I

Λ full line of "MUSLIM
IT Λ DERVVEAR." Λτο trouble

Tlio Tucltor

J. F. Plilis

as
snare and delusion, and its advocates
Better be staunch prohibihypocrites.
to
tionists and be called hypocrites, than
liar in the order of
hp

a

terns for UNDJiiii

AT

Right must and will
It can be done.
effort, but by
prevail, not by spasmodic
a continuous grip on the foe, tightening
Our course is not shaped Overcoats at
at every turn.
m

...

and Suit Cases at

embody
private and public
to

TO FRIENCS OF PROHIBITION
Editor Democrat :
Enforcement of the prohibitory law
has become one of the most potent facon
| tors with which we have to deal, and
its solution depends in great measure
the best
the prosperity or decline of
interests of our people. It is interesting
in many
to note the activity that prevails
the liquor
places toward suppressingin defiance
of
traffic, which is carried on
an endless
law, and which is lollowed by
i chain of blood-curdling crime and untold
friends of
suffering, and it behooves the
name or order,
whatever
of
prohibition,
these dark
to lend a hand in cleansing
and bringing
spots of perfidy and ruin,
name of
about a condition worthy the

excelsior.

patterns

For Infants and Children.

his
nation; and in this address and in
life he lays particular stress on the individual, his stewaVdship, his usefulness
in home and public life.
Washington and Lincoln led our
II
nation over its most difficult paths.
has been left in recent years for such
men as

ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
true copy—A West :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

·/

SPECIAL
CASTORIA
TJie Kind You Have Alwajs Bought _«*_
MID-WINTER
Trunks P/larked Free ! ! I
SALE
Buy Trunks, Bags

Washington, by his pure life and wise
conservatism and ambition for the new
of
country, fairly won his title of Father
his Country. Theodore Roosevelt, the
best exponent of our twentieth century
for the
activity, has equally high ideals

Theodore Hoosevelt

i.

see cause :

MARY Κ Kiel IΛ RDSON, late of Dlxlleld,
<leccaee<l. Klnal account presented fur allowboula
ance l»y John S. Harlow, aomlnUtrator «le

spiration
accomplishment.
The high sentiments

satisfaction^

P£88,j>'1"

οι

The qua
Girls' Home'
Society, and ably

N.

Dayton

Notice of Fi'st

Bolster & Co.,

South Paris, Maine.

Meeting of

Creditors.

In the District Court of the l'nlte<l State* for the
District <>f Maine. In bankruptcy.
Id the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
JOHN it. WHITNEY,
Bankrupt. I
To the creditors of John II Whitney of Ruin·
fonl. In the Count) of Oxford anil >ili>tiict afore-

}

Notice of first

Meeting of Creditors.

In the District Court of the l-nlted State* for
the Dl-trlctof Maine. In Bankruptcy.
in tin· matter of
In Bankruptcy.
Η ARB Y S. 8IMAN8EV,

Bankrupt.

{)

To the creditor* of Harry 8. Slmansky, of
Rumf.ird Fall*, In the County of Osfonl and
Mid, a bankrupt.
Notice le hereby given that on the 14th dav of district «foresaid, a bankrupt.
Notice le hereby given that on the 17th day of
Feb., A. D. IWri, the said John II Wldtne
Feb., A. I). I'JOi, the *ald llarry S. Mlmansky
wit* duly adjudicated bankrupt; ami that the flr»t
wan
the
nt
-luly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the llrst
Ik:
hehl
whl
hie
creditor*
meeting of
of hi* creditor* will lie h Id at the Court
Court House, in South 1'arl*, Me., on the I lib meeting
In South I'arl*, Me on the I lilt day of
House,
o'clock
ut
10
I>.
A.
lUfti,
of
March,
day
I ». Γ.Ι04, at 1" o'clock In the forenoon,
\.
In the forenoon, at which time the *ald March,
creditors may atteml, prove their cla'ms, at whl It time the aald creditors may attend,
their
claim*, appoint a trustee aud
other
»
uch
prove
appoint a trustee, αη transuct
such other iiu*lne*s as may properbusiness as may properly come before said transact
lv come liefore said meeting.
meeting.
Feb. 34th, I'JOi.
Feb. 34th, law.
HENRY W. OA EES,
HENRY W. OA EES,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

OUR GREATEST ENEMY,
e

greatest

.'· is

a

general

enemy to oar

It is dan-

neglected cough.

cough
put yourself in

.0 allow a

by

to run;

COLORADO'S FIR8T GOLD.
bow the Di eeovery of the Preelou
Metal Wn Made.

so

We

are

for

headquarter·

Farming Tools and Fertilizers.

We can t>how you some of the beet swivel ami
Oa May 8. 1859, ae stated in Foesett'l land
condition for
side plows In the market, both In steel and
Mon to take a firm hold upon "Colorado" (l£T0), John Gregory, a wood beams. We have
ity-nine per cent of the cases prospector, climbed the bill into wbat Disc,
Harand
ntion are caused by a neg- la still known as Gregory gulch -(middie.
Corn
h. Statistics prove it.
Cultivators,
Cential
rows,
Planters,
City
the
present
way hotwren
cough first commences is and Biack Hawk), scraped away the
We are also agents for the
Bauer's Instant
•top it.
Walter A. Wood Harvesting Machinery.
and leaves, filled bis pan \ftth
a guaranteed cure for grass
took it down to the stream.
and
dirt
We have In stock three full car loads of Ferla
^nchitis, influenza,
tilisers. We carry four of the leading brands.
Upon punning (washing) It down,
^ugh, and all other
A. W. Walb«r&Kou,
It is guaran- there was about $4 worth of gold in It
les.
Maine.
money will be re- This was followed by a stampede to Month Pari·,
3us sale of Bauer's tLe
Mar. 11,1901.
Gregory diggings, as they were
is positive proof
afterward called. Gregory employed
Ή>ρ1β would not ive men from the new arrivals and by
druggists for means of a sluice took out (072 In on·
try it: P. A.
were made

>u

a

Sprir.g-tooth

Spading

udley, Bryant's
>rd.

'ng

your husrted on you

while

se me

You
Ice.'
him."

THROWN

week.

For Infante and Children.

The Kind You Have
ting the Stomachs andBowels

Other rich strikes

almost daily, and large amounts of

were taken out in a short time.
The Bates, Bobtail, Mammoth, Gunnclh Gurroughe, Illinois and hundreds
of other lodes were found, and thousands of claims were taken up. As the
summer of 1859 advanced the wealth
of the gold veins and gulches of what
is now Gilplu county became more and

very
a friend
and Tar,
.lie great

stronger

she has
•11 never
Tar and
F.
t."

Oxford.
8
/

office)
appin-

j, man!
.hat.

DAY

JE

Tablets.
>ney if it

■)

signature

lurtleff &
u

object

iaps

you'll

I
oor!

The

v—I'm not

•re.

CASTORLL,

and

chlldno.

leans

without

showing you
word. Small
-aby is anony:e

θ

ARM.
f Are at night is
p, which sounds
ι knell and it
jething is done
ey and Tar never
lief and quickly
f
croup. Mrs. P.
in, Κν., writes:
1 had a severe
r said she could
)f Foley's Honey

gave quick relief
refuse substitutes.
Orin Stevens,
Co.

he apple and found out
she probably sampled
iruit in the garden just to
would happen.
,TOPS THE COUGH
ϋ WORKS OFF THE COLD.

„*lk

..

..uere

...... w-»-

It
.λ: frue's Elixir.
.v/iuach and bowels, purifies
Used as a household remedy for
commended. Give it to the children

guard against

to

Mo. 33.—Hidden

ELIXIR

sleep and healthful
hemlthy
children. Expels worms,

Mary had

Κ. A.

ShurtleflT A Co.; A. Dudler, Bryant's Pon«l;
Orln Stevens, >>xtor<1.
THE

CLEAKHXU
AM» HFALHU
(IKK

CATARRH

Poplar delivered at my mill, South
Paris, of regular size and length.

Will pay market price for same.
L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris.

λ ClockΜ
Has

CATARRH
Is

El/,

Balm

Easy atnl pleasant

use.

Contains

no

can

to

In-

Allays

Inflammation

repaired by

clock maker, hut

jurious 'lru»{.
Itlsijulckly Absorbed.

Gives Relief at once.
Open* and cleanses the

l»e

only

a

a

human sys-

tem that has run down can be

COLD '»<

HEAD

Heals anil Protects the Membrane- Restores
the Senses of Taste an<t Smell. Large SUe, 50
cents; Tilal SUe l·>c. at Diugglst* or by tna'l.
ELY BROTHERS, H Warreu Street. Sew York.
■I'M

^

tot tunonoiL

repaired by
will

its

use

owner

if he

the True

"L F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS.
Ferry Property For Sale.

are

better than

They work

Mwmt IW« are ckiMrea tWe afcoaM at·· ha

A TOY ORAPHOPHONE
puts baa· musk
ks mason sows
■HATS Momt GOOSi RNYMIS

Seed SI.50 and the TOY will be
defivered expressage prepaid.

164 Tremont

c

St., BOSTON.

HOW TO

KNOW IT.

Small pox begins with a chill which
makes the teeth fairly rattle for a few
This is
moments or longer at times.
followed by a heated spell and then by
headache, backache and a generally low
Then there is a heavy
feeling all over.
dull flush followed by a breaking out
arms
and face.
It is
generally on the
this among other points that distinguishes small pox from chicken pox and
other eruptions which appear for the
most part on the body, while the genuine
small pox attacks the face and arms

to the Pnmmler.

No. 19.—A Transfer: Cuba, a-cub.
No. 20.—A Novel Acrostic: Valen1. Seventy. 2. Ball. 8.
tine's Day.
Cent. 4. Ties. 5. Cone. β. Seed. 7.

Rays.

2.
No. 21.—Square Word: 1. Idol.
Dove. 3. Oven. 4. Lent.
No. 22.—Notable Novels: 1. "Blennerhassett." 2. "Deborah." 3. "Wurwlck
of the Knobs.*' 4. "The Crisis."
No. 23—Word Building: 1. A. an. pan.

mostly.
It generally takes fourteen days to
velop the disease after exposure to

CLERK'S WISE SUGGESTION.
"I have been much troubled with
dyspepsia," writes M. S. Mead, Attleboro, Mass.
"My clerk suggested I try
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure which I did with
most happy results. I have had no more
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
trouble.
your food.
A fool girl often encourages a fool
man for the purpose of bouncing him.

SMALL POX.

little hen;

It's a wise woman who knows half she
would like to know about her neighbors.

everything

valuable

preforced
to hunt their fortunes elsewhere.—Ensoon

was

empted, and large numbers

were

gineering Magazine.
Λ

FnKtdloai Dor·

"Yes," said the manager of the de-

funct "Uncle Tom's Cabin" company,
"It was our dog that broke up the
show."
"The dog, eh? What wae the matter
with him?"
"Too fastidious. You never saw such
You know the
a hound in ycur life.
play, of course. We tie α piece of
meat In the folds of Eliza's frock, and
that's what druws the dogs after her
when slie runs across the blocks of
ice. Well, what do you thing this dog

demanded ?"
"Can't Imagine."
"Porterhouse beefsteak, eir, and with
the tenderloin left ln! Yes, sir. How's
that? And you couldn't fool him. He
wouldn't chase Eliza a foot unless the
meat was α choice cut. No, sir. And,
by gum, sir, our company had to live
on liver and bacon so that blamed dog
could have his steak. Yes, sir."
"The demand was too much for you,
it?"
Thnt is, It wasn't
"No. It wasn't.
until he began to insist upon mushThen we Just
rooms with his steak.
threw up our hands and quit."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

deit.

It can be communicated at any stage
span. 2. A. pa, spa, span, Spain.
after the fever sets in, but the most danNo. 24.—Rhymed Central Acrostic:
gerous time is when convalescence has
Valentine. 1. Raven. 2. Grape. 3. Ral- set in. and the numerous scabs that
ly. 4. Wheat. 5. Panel. C. Aster. 7. form are falling off and floating about.
It can be communicated from clothing,
Stick. 8. Pausy. 0. SteeL
No. 25.—Behead mente: 1. N-ode. 2. by direct contact, or by transmission
O pinion. 3. F-use.
through the air, the microbe system of
we hear so much.
No. 20.—Degrees: 1. Tape, taper. 2. which
It generally takes about four or five
Lad. ladder. 3. Mad. madder. 4. Ten,
days after the first chill before the
tenor. 5. Mast, master. 0. Mart, marpatient becomes well broken out, and at
tyr.
that time the pustules are marked by a
peculiar odor which cannot be described,
Bkkchaw'8 Pills fordletree» after eating.
but which once met will never be forMen grow old before they know it, gotten.—Daily Eastern Argue.
but women always grow old before they
let any one else know it.
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
To clean paint use but little water at
Is it a burn? Use Dr. Thomas' Ecleconce; keep it warm and clean by changtric Oil.
A cut?
Use Dr. Thomas'
A flannel cloth takes off
ing it often.
Eclectric Oil. At your druggists.
all fly specks better than cotton.
Soap
will remove paint, so use but little of it.
Sympathy is all right in its proper Cold tea is the best liquid for cleaning
place, but there are times when a kick varnished paint, window panes and mirwould be far more effective.
rors.
Never put soap upon glass unless
can be thoroughly rinsed off.
Kidney complaint kills more people it To
remove paint use chloroform; it
than any other disease.
This is due to
the disease being so insidious that it gets will remove paint from a garment or
a good hold on the system before it is elsewhere, when benzine or bisulphide
Cure will of carbon fails.

paint.

easy, make a smooth surface. and any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pantries, kitchens and furniture.
Many
beautil'ul tint*.
The *urfa«-e is nonabsorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
Dont pay fancy price* when your dealer will
furnleh you "SaUuma Interior Enamel·" at the

price

ordinary paint.
K&EK Color card and our booklet, "How to
Befurnleti the Home Without Buying Mew For-

name

an

allure."

Made by Heath &

Milligan M'fg Co.,

Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar
Varnish, Murmlo, Ac.,
Maeury's Railroad and Liqaid Paints,
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Mm FAJUS,

MAI·*.

FAVORITES NEARLY EVERYWHERE.

Constipation means disordered health.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers relieve this
sondition. Never gripe. Favorite pills.
To be noble is to know how to
ignoble things in others.

wipe dry.

To take out mildew dip the stained
sloth in buttermilk, and lay in the sun.

forgive

\nother way to take out mildew, fruit
rod tea stains is to pour one pint of
wiling water over one ounce of chloride
)f lime, strain through a cloth, then add
;hree pints cold water.
Let the articles
ie in this twelve hours, then rinse thor-

take notice that Ely's Liquid
Dream Balm is of great benefit to those
iufferers from nasal catarrh who cannot
inhale freely through the nose, but
>ughly.
uust treat themselves by spraying.
Never apply soap directly to garments
Liquid Cream Balm differs in form, but itained with fruit. If the stains are
lot medicinally from the Cream Balm cashed in tepid water they will
generhat has stood for years at the head of {
illy come out. It's the putting them in
It may be used ;he suds that sets the color.
-emediee for catarrh.
η any nasal atomiser.
The price, inIron rust may be removed by salt
iluding a spraying tube, is 75 cents. , nixed with a little lemon juice. Put in
k>ld by druggists and mailed by Ely ι iie
sun; if necessary use two applicabrothers, 60 Warren St, New York.
ions.—McCall's

Kindly

<

Magasine.

name?" lias been a
question sufficiently unanswered to still
remain a subject for discussion, but
what is.in two names should have a
double Interest. If you don't think so,
take two names as well known as any
ln American history and ltok at them.
They are the names of Lincoln and
Of course there Is nothing
Hamlin.
peculiar about them as they stand, but
set them differently and observe the
For an Instance, place them
result.
In

and elegant f team pre, "Got.
leave
"Hay Stat*;" alternately
Frankilu Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf
Uoston, at 7.00 P. M., dally, Sundays excepted.
The ptaunch

OliiKley"

nn.i

this wise:

IIAM LIN
LIN COLN
Read up and down and then across.
There Is something in that, isn't there 1

Now, again:

Dyspepsia
what

Αα$ί·

.tlx Saut*

men

ûïïîvéeruUrJUà*

Mu m Sttd
Cfnr.'wJ .fkjçar

UAiuym

A erfect

riartr.

Remedy

Cure

Worms .Convulsions .Feverish
ness find LOSS OF SLEEP.
Fac

Simile Signature οΓ

NEW YORK.
At

J5

D

t>

ii

OS l·

onlhs

]

S

Toe|1.bottleconr.'lnsS!^

—erf

SOUVENIRS

.lrrestl>cûOc.ei»

IN

PLATl.VE

disap-

SAVED HIM FROM TORTURE.

DeWitt's

Witch Hazel

Salve cures

piles at once. For skin diseases, cuts,
burns, bruises, and all kinds of wounds
it is unequalled. J. S. Gerall, St. Paul, gle acre.
Ark., says: I suffered with piles and
Tlie Other
could find nothing to help me until
Pome one lias sold.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve completely

cured me."

Beware of counterfeits.

Some men are so mean they won't
pay back borrowed trouble.

even

Mothers can safely give Foley's Honey
and Tar to their children for coughs and
colds, for it contains no opiates or other
poisons. F. A. Sburtleff & Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.

WOMEN'S
WOES.

COIiORK,

TER

AQUARELLES MEDALLION
on cloth and made up in Sofa
Glove Cases, Cushions, &c.

Libby,
Qt

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Pillows,

θ α,ρρίΐοβ.

Amateur

Norway,

-

Maine.

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS !

Soacrlptlon..

Every

Our Stock of_

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

only keeps
looking lik·

but
twice
as lonjjby the
use of Kureka
Harness Oil.
new,
wears

CHURCH

*8?
\

Λ—
\ \
\\\ /|JJ\.
x

see

them.

H. P. MILLETT,

5/S35]

Rain and
have no effect
birnesi treated
with Eureka
It re
ness Oil.
sists the damp,
leaththe
keeps
er suit and pliable. Stitches
do not break.
No rough sur- \
face to chafe
and cut. The
harness not

Come and

has arrived.

MAINE,

NORWAY,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

STREET,

GOOD MORNING!

v

\

Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

(

E. W. ( ΙΙΛΛΙΐυίΚ,

Builders' Finish I

I will furnUh DOORS and WINDOW'S of any
Size or Style at reasonable price*.

Also Window & Door Fram-s,

If in want of auy kind of Finish for Inside or
flue LumOutelde work, i>cn<l In your order·)
ber anil Shingle* on hand Cheap for ( ash.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
Bale.

F.

W,

CH^DLRK,
Maine.

West Sumner

THEY CRUSH THE POWERS

|

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,

This va written in mid-October. ïlie long,
oppressive summer ia quit· gone. Fading
leaf, withering tree and the ruatling corn in
tip fields are signs of the season. Fog,

are coming.
Ton
umber laut winter ; of 1900 and 1901.
weather was oruel. Ah! the thousands it killed, and the hundreds of thou»·
anie it maimed and orippled. Oh, the
rough graep it laid on men at work, women
at kome, and ohildren in cribe and cradle·.
Coughs that began before Thanksgiving
Day are raeklng and tearing them wtill ; yes,
and growing worse at* they dig deeper into
the port, fired throat and lunge. Many
were oured by using Benson's Porous Plasters. Tor the soothing and healing power
of these Plasters is wonderful. They conquer the complaints

froat, rain, snow,—they

S•

VIVIAN

W.

HILLS,
Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowest Price· in the

Cameras and Photo

County.

Supplies,

Whole*ale and Retail.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

THAT ARE KILLINfl THE PEOPLE.
plaster,

No other

no

other medioine or ap-

Coughs,

woman to do
housework—
to attend to
daily duties
with a

Foley's Honey and Tar oures the
caused by attack of la grippe. It
heals the lungs. F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Plasters like a snow image in the sun.
Ton can't throw monev away on a Beuson's
Plaster. Everybody is going to use them
this season. But make certain you got the
genuine. All druggists, or we will prepay

postage

on

any number ordered

m

the

We Do all Kinds of....
Atwood & Forbes, South Pari·.

SALESMEN WANTED

In Oxford and

commission

adjacent counties.
Address

Salary

or

THE VICTOR OIÎ. COM PAW.
Cleveland, Ohio.

and the cure.

Doan's

Kidney Pills

relieve

a

bad back and

cure

it—cure

CASTORIA Far infants and Children.
Tha Kind You Han Always Bought

Bears the

s'K°oaf°ro

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
lor

JOB PRINTING.

constantly
aching back.
Every woman
should learn
the cause of
backache

sing—and

enza,—they all go down before Benson's

United States on receipt of 25o. each.
Beabury k Johnson,Mfg. Chemists, N.T.

Hard for any

cough

the fannia·

*

colds, kaAashe, rhoumatiem, lumbago,
kidney and liver troubles, asthma, influ-

I'ts.a wise mother-in-law who knows
her own daughter's husband.

every box of

up stock.

pltytion, oan oompare with them.

and colds, down to the very
borderland of consumption, yield to the
soothing, healing influences of Dr.
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup.

ou

ΙΙαΙΓ.

tlou.

Coughs

can

patterns and clean

Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for

"Half tho w
does not know how the other 1ι ')
fives," and some one else has ret civ .!
"Half the world does not care how t'n
other half lives."—Atlanta Coiistini

A man seldom knows what he doesn't
want until after he gets it.

Every girl imagines she
so does every frog.

to close out odd

It Is needless to add that the cherubic child experienced a very unpleasant quarter of an hour after Joe had
gone.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Apple Tr«fj In TAintnlii.
Tasmanlans plant apple trees close
together. The average orchard Is sc?
out ten feet apart Instead of t'VMitj
or forty feet, aud as much as C'JO 1>·.; ;',i
els are sometimes gathered from a s.'n

are

Orin

Carpets Miss

Wool

ly. suddenly spoke up.
"Gee," he said, "look at Marie tryin*
to put on style Just 'cause Joe Is here.
She's eutln' her pie with a fork!"

Itiseaid that more wives
pointed in love than spinsters.

and Tar. F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
Stevens, Oxford.

W

R!!R\T WOOD,

Blue Prints

They were all discussing the pie,
when the young woman's little brother, who had been regarding her close-

Wltnees—How so?
Lawyer—You said

.MS

PHOTON.

red.

Eye Prank·.

1

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

A LOW PRICE

nice young man was
Invited to dine at the home of an east
end young womun and accepted the
invitation with pleasure. It was Just
a family dinner, and everything was
passing off well when an unpleasant
and quite unforeseen incident oocur-

Witness—He looked me straight la
the eye and—
Lawyer—There, sir, you flatly contradicted your former statement!

old

C.

Cures all stomach troubles

a

Old sight (presbyopia) begins at about
the age of forty. It is first noticed by
the tendency to hold the paper farther
off. The glasses should not enlarge the
letters, but simply render them clear
and natural at the ordinary reading
distance. Whatever the ocular defect
the proper glasses should be obtained
as soon us it is discovered.

J

^

Prepared only by E. 0. Dr.Witt & Co., Chicago

of two
lives and

Preabyopla.

for Constipa-

tion Sour Stonuch, Diarrhoea

This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By Its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have bet η
cured after everything else failed. Ic
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it
First dose relieves. A diet unnecessary.

Joe*· Revelation.

Not lcrng ago

In
Ose
For Over
Thirty Years

*

/ιW-kdU SJ*AwtXrt* »
/tp/smwit

you eat.

Digests

names

whose official
names combine as these do?
other

of

/hope of (Hd DrSAMUELPtTQŒR

Kodol

ABRA—HAMLIN—COLN.

Can you find two other

Signature

These steamers meet every demand of modern

a

before that ho
bent his gaze on you, and now you'll
please explain bow he could look y. u
straight in the eye with a bent gaze!

afterwards rub them
with prepared
chalk and a soft brush, carefully going
into all the cavities.
The best thing for cleaning tinware is
lommon soda; dampen a cloth, dip it in
Tkia aigaatan la
joda, rub the ware briskly, after which

the cat-o-nine.

Λ Cnrlou» Name Combination.

"What Is

coughs are apt to result in
consumption if neglected. They can soon
be broken up by using Foley's Honey
Winter

The undersi.ned wishes to sell all
his boats, ropes and other ferry propOnly one remedy in the world that
erty at Rumford Center.
will at once stop itchiness of the skin in
Inquire of proprietor at Rumford recognized. Foley's Kidney
Paint upon window glass may be eas- any part of the body; Doan's Oint meut.
FRANK E. ABBOTT. prevent the development of fatal disease
Center.
removed by rubbing with a cloth wet At any drug store, δΟ cents.
ily
if taken in time.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
in hot strong vinegar.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Great men marvel at their successes;
To clean cut glass.
Having washed small men at their failures.
A switch in time saves the child from cut glass articles, let them dry, and

Satsuma Interior Enamels

EMlioofs Greatest Entertainer
lost Mnatini ot all Toys

a

Key

κοκ

Cream

every

'Twas feminine and queer;
It laid like smoke when eggs were cheap.
But stopped when eggs were dear.

Wanted.

|

trimming.
Fancy and plain flannel shirt waists of
imaginable variety hold sway, and
fancy lace insertions, galoons, or stitched
bands of silks are the favorite trimmings.
—McCall's Magazine.

Kamri.

Her Little Hen.

DR. J. P. TRUE ft CO., Aabara, .*·.

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Head-·
ache ami Grippe. They break
up a Cold
quicklr, move the bowels gently, carry- I
iug off (ever and other poisonous mutter
from the evstem. Guaranteed to cure.
β
Try them. 25 cuita. For sale by

Velvet and velveteen blouses for wearing with cloth skirts will be worn late
into the spring, but are much shown, it
scarcely matters of what a blouse is
composed—lace enters inevitably into its

of Cuudia.
Declare—A county in Ireland.

freuuent in childhood. Restores the natural
activity of youth. 35 cents a bot"
tle at druggists. Write for free book on Children and their Diseases." Special
treatment for tape worms. Write for free circular.

M»

parent.

Nabob—A seaport belonging to Russia.
Didactic—A mountain In the Island

appetite to dull children, vigor to tired children,
activity It is otic of the most valuable helps for growing

BAUER'S

LAStIiEARD

Sometimes my second may be shot.
Which brings much grief and dole.
But when my sf-ond'» very hot
It cannot be my *chole.

PIN WORM

»o

.crmtaia-»uy seen on a
..ocessity. 5. A beau·
0. A very small beginsometimes a grout result. 7.
S. To perceive. 1). The feuseful auimal. 10. Is It good
No. :i I.—Charade.

worms.

cure

.vti, eilk
etc.
The Messenger—Can't I ride on my
the cut and
badge? The Conductor—I don't know;
.iiodr rather than but
you can get off the car and try it.
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